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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines Ilocano, an Austronesian Filipino language, within the 

Minimalist Framework, in an effort to tease apart the general syntactic properties of the 

language.  I show that Ilocano underlying structure can easily be captured within the 

standard syntactic structures proposed for languages generally (Universal Grammar).  In 

my examination of ellipsis in Ilocano, I concern myself strictly with syntactic and not 

semantic properties.  I show that syntactic feature distribution (e.g. [+FOC], [+NEG], 

[+DET]) in combination with the two basic operations of the Minimalist Program: 

FEATURE-CHECKING and MERGE can account for both the underlying structure of Ilocano 

utterances as well as the word-order at Spell-Out, without making any stipulations not 

found in languages generally. 

 My research also reveals new insights and corrects existing assumptions about 

certain previously undiscovered underlying structural properties of Ilocano.  I account for 

the restrictive word ordering and structure found in Ilocano by assigning a universally 

applicable, non-controversial set of functional and lexical features to morphemes.  These 

features satisfy, individually or collectively, feature-checking requirements in the 

language, resulting in the attested output of Ilocano.  The types of ellipsis considered as a 

diagnostic toward that end are: NP-ellipsis, Bare Argument Ellipsis/Stripping, Gapping, 

Sluicing and Psuedogapping.  I argue that the primary mechanism which licenses ellipsis 

in Ilocano is FOCUS-RAISING which allows extraction of remnant material prior to ellipsis 

of the TP in the case of all verbal-type ellipsis in Ilocano; or the DP in terms of Ilocano 

NP-ellipsis.   
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

 
 This dissertation concerns itself with the underlying syntactic properties of 

Ilocano, an Austronesian language spoken in the Philippines.  In an effort to tease apart 

these syntactic properties, two classes of ellipsis are considered as a diagnostic: nominal-

related ellipsis and verb-related ellipsis.  I will show that in Ilocano, nominal-related 

ellipsis targets the DP rather than the NP; and I will show that verb-related ellipsis targets 

the TP rather than the VP.  This behavior of Ilocano ellipsis follows from the same 

syntactic properties and restrictions found in non-elided constructions.   

 The discussion is broken down into four chapters.  In this introductory Chapter 1, 

I present my initial claims and assumptions about Ilocano syntax.  Chapters 2 and 3 then 

deal with ellipsis as a diagnostic for Ilocano.  In Chapter 2, I present nominal-related 

ellipsis and show why it is not the NP but the DP which is the target.  In Chapter 3, I 

consider the following verb-related types of ellipsis: Bare Argument Ellipsis/Stripping, 

Gapping as TP-Ellipsis (TPE), Sluicing as TPE and finally Psuedogapping as TPE.  The 

final chapter, Chapter 4, is devoted to a summary of the dissertation, drawing attention to 

certain existing problems or areas of future research, as well as my final conclusions 

about Ilocano structure. 

 The organization of the remainder of this introduction is as follows: in Section 

1.1, I begin with a brief explanation as to why Ilocano and ellipsis were selected for my 
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research.  I also present details about the dialect and source of data upon which my 

discussion is based before discussing the poverty of treatments of Ilocano in the literature 

which further motivated this research.  In Section 1.2, I define the relevant operations of 

the Minimalist Program (MP) (Chomsky 1993) which is the framework in which my 

discussion is couched.  Then in Section 1.3, I present a general summary of the facts of 

Ilocano syntax.  Within this initial discussion of Ilocano syntax, I establish the notion of 

Focus as I use it.  And finally, I introduce in Section 1.4 arguments in favor of treating 

Ilocano pronominals as agreement morphology and a V-to-T treatment of Ilocano word 

order.     

 

1.1. Why Ellipsis in Ilocano? 

 In language there are many instances in which speakers fail to overtly express all 

the linguistic material which the listener understands to be present.  For example, in (1) 

the second clause has the implicit additional meaning shown in parenthesis and struck-

through, though this parenthetical material is unspoken.   

 (1) I had bought the book, but (I had) not (bought) the pencil. 

Such covert expression of linguistic material is called ‘ellipsis’.  I assume Merchant’s 

(2001) strict parallelism requirement such that covert material must be licensed by some 

antecedent which is not covert.     

 This present work considers Ilocano because the language has been seriously 

neglected with regard to both the study of ellipsis and with regard to a general syntactic 

analysis within a formalist framework.  Unlike well-examined languages such as English 
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(a SVO language) or Japanese (a SOV language) Ilocano is VSO language.  Ilocano 

shows evidence of following the same sort of syntactic restrictions on both ellipsis and 

non-elided constructions that we see in other languages; and as such contributes to the 

idea that there are language properties of a kind that modern linguistic theory suggests are 

‘universal’1.   

Throughout this work, I point to evidence where the facts of grammatical ellipsis 

reveal underlying properties of Ilocano syntax which are different from those previously 

assumed based on non-elided examples.  Specifically, I will draw attention to previous 

claims about Ilocano structure, primarily from Rubino (1997), which fail to capture the 

facts of Ilocano I present.  As such, ellipsis makes a good diagnostic tool for testing the 

underlying structure of Ilocano general syntax. 

 The original data used for this dissertation2 was collected in the municipality of 

San Juan, formerly Lapog, in the Ilocos Sur region of Northern Luzon, in the Philippines 

between October 2007 and December 2008.  All consultants were native speakers over 

eighteen years of age.  Regional variation is strong and examples seen here are specific to 

the San Juan dialect of Ilocano. 

Although Ilocano is spoken by millions of people, there is a glaring poverty in the 

existing syntactic literature relating to Ilocano.  I intentionally ignore early work3 done on 

                                                 
1 See Chomsky (1965) for Universal Grammar’s first incarnation. 
2 Outside of Rubino 's (1997) dissertation and subsequent grammar dictionary (2000) which were a 
necessary introductory stepping stone. 
3 Naves (1892), Williams (1904), Strauss and Bloomfield (1942), Widdoes (1950), Vanoverbergh (1955). 
Buell (1960) as listed by Rubino.  Some are quite simple or only available in Spanish or German or not 
available at all.  More recent works such as Woods (1971), which deals with English interference of 
Ilocano language speakers, are of little relevance here, nor is Panganiban (1972), dealing with the 
semantics of synonyms and homonyms. Wimbish (1987) is set within relational grammar, focusing 
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Ilocano by missionaries and others in the period before modern linguistic theory, not out 

of disrespect, but because their disparate approaches to language are not directly relevant 

to a discussion of contemporary syntactic theory, especially as treated within 

Minimalism.  This poverty appears both in the quantity and types of approaches.  This 

poverty is further compounded by the fact that dialect variation within Ilocano is quite 

strong even in geographically proximal areas and study in one area does not guarantee 

generalizations about another.  Because the primary modern reference in the language 

concentrates on a variety spoken in Ilocos Norte (Rubino 1997, 2000) and this work 

concentrates on Ilocos Sur, certain differences between Rubino and this work are to be 

expected due to these dialect variations.   

Another important factor contributing to a need for the type of syntactic 

examination of features which I propose is that the primary existing references (again 

Rubino 1997 and 2000) are only framed toward a general, functionally-descriptive 

classification of the surface facts of Ilocano.  Rubino provides no formal generative 

syntactic theory or analysis for the classification of structures.  Nor does he motivate 

underlying forms beyond describing thematic roles and attributing various morphemes to 

word classes.  He, in fact, states in his dissertation that he intends the work to be 

accessible to non-linguists or those without formal training, and this necessitates a large 

degree of over-simplification.   

There is also a dissertation on adverbials in Ilocano by Claussen (1995), but it is 

both inconsistent in some of its treatment of the data and provides very little by way of 

                                                                                                                                                 
(Rubino says) on RG, not Ilocano; and he also says that Constantino (1959, 1971) focus less on 
morphology and syntax than on a list of rules. 
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formal features in its discussion, though it is framed within the Government and Binding 

period of the literature and as such attempts a more structure-oriented syntactic approach 

than Rubino.  Adverbials play a minimal role in my examination of ellipsis and all 

discussion will be limited to true adverb phrases, which were not considered in Claussen.  

A syntactic analysis of Ilocano within the framework of Minimalism is an 

important bridge between the existing surface descriptions and the need for specific 

syntactic comparisons of Ilocano with other languages.  The types of utterances I present 

are intended to permit just such syntactic analysis of the language to serve as that bridge.   

 

1.2. Essential Operations of the Minimalist Program 

 In this section, I will briefly define the Minimalist Program (MP)(Chomsky 1993) 

terms and operations upon which I rely.  The MP strives to capture the syntactic 

properties of language by means of two basic ‘minimal’ operations: MERGE and 

FEATURE-CHECKING.  It is not enough that these two operations model what language 

does, but that they capture how language does it.  One assumption within the MP is that 

the derivation of a sentence begins with an unordered list of elements called the 

NUMERATION which must be combined in proper sequence by these two operations.  The 

final hierarchical structure must satisfy any language-specific requirements on the 

ordering of these elements.   

 ‘Features’ are primitive syntactic units of linguistic structure, associated with both 

phonologically overt morphemes and words, as well with phonologically null 

morphemes.  (In Ilocano, these null morphemes include the functional heads v0, T0).  
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These features, by means of the Merge and feature-checking (AGREE) operations, create 

interpretable structure from the elements found in the Numeration.  Examples of possible 

features include features which signal the type of complementizer that is inserted into C0 

([±WH], [±Q]); features which determine whether some morpheme selects for a particular 

category of phrase, such as CP, TP or DP; or features associated with arguments, such as 

[+SG], [+PL], [+FEM], [+MASC], [+NEU], etc..   Features which are associated together in 

the same lexical or functional unit are called ‘feature-bundles’.  The ordering of 

morphemes within a language is one way to tease apart the distribution of these feature-

bundles because these features are responsible for triggering operations which affect the 

surface position of morphemes 4. 

 I assume, following the underlying assumptions implicit in Halle and Marantz 

(1993), Chomsky (1995), and Embick (1997) among others, as pointed out by Alexiadou 

(2002), that there is a universal set of these possible features which are available but not 

necessarily used in every language or at least not always applied to the same lexical or 

functional categories.  Rather, feature-bundles may differ from language to language and 

this results in cross-linguistic variation5.  Each element within the Numeration may be 

considered to be a particular feature-bundle, with or without encyclopedic semantic 

content. 

 The operation Merge is the basic mechanism which conjoins these linguistic 

elements from the Numeration.  Merge is essentially a mathematical operation which 

                                                 
4 The parameter-setting for language variation resides within the Lexicon as initially proposed by Borer 
(1984) then incorporated by Chomsky (1995) for MP. 
5 See Romero (2002) for arguments against this approach. 
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takes two feature-bundles α and β and merges them into a set, {α, β} (2).  The 

grammatical compatibility of these elements is dictated by the operation Agree.  Merge 

then assigns what is called a LABEL to the conjoined elements. This operation applies one 

binary pair at a time.   

 (2).    

 

It is important to understand that this is not a comingling of the features (not 

'unification').  The conjoined elements do not become a single ‘new’ entity; rather, some 

‘identity’-features remain distinct and accessible to subsequent operations.  This is why 

the Label, purely a notational device for discussing the Merged elements, is only one of 

the binary Merged elements, α or β, and not both αβ or something new γ.   This Label is 

the PROJECTION of that syntactic unit from which it takes its designation; so that each 

element which bears the same Label, α in (3) are syntactic objects within the same 

projection6.  

 (3).    

 

                                                 
6 See Chomsky (2005) for an unusually clear discussion of this. 
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 There are two types of Merge operations.  The first is EXTERNAL MERGE, which is 

simply the conjoining of either two unMerged bundles found within the Numeration as in 

(2) above; or an already Merged unit with something unMerged from the Numeration as 

in (4).   

 (4).    

 

This is different from the second type of conjoining, INTERNAL MERGE
7 which takes 

something already Merged within the construction and Merges it again as illustrated in 

(5).  The second operation, Agree, controls which of the ‘repeated’ feature-bundles gets 

phonologically expressed.   

 (5).  

 
 

 There are two types of movement which result from Internal Merge: XP 

movement or head-to-head movement.  In XP movement, an entire phrase is merged 

again.  In head-to-head movement, only a head and any pied-piped material is merged 

again.   

                                                 
7 Internal Merge was formerly known as MOVE.  All references to ‘movement’ and ‘raising’ within this 
work are really notationally convenient references to Internal Merge 
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 XP movement is motivated by any feature(s) associated with XP movement and 

the checking requirements of such features as seen in (6a) and (6b)8.  Head movement 

seen (6c) is motivated by the similar checking of features associated with head-

movement.  Both must satisfy a local agree relationship between two syntactic objects.   

 (6)  a.  

 

 

         b. 

  
 

         c.  

 

                                                 
8 In (6b), DP1 has different features than DP2 which allows the lower DP to be selected and then moved 
past DP1 which lacks the selected for feature.  This results from the Minimal Link Condition (Chomsky 
1995) which restricts satisfaction of feature-checking to the nearest element with the selected for feature. 
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In Ilocano, I will show that FOCUS is the only feature which licenses XP movement in the 

language and that this is why only arguments raise out of their base positions to a FOCP 

position as full XPs.  Otherwise, Ilocano only allows X0 movement9. 

 Feature-checking must be satisfied when bundles are Merged.  Some features 

require checking and others do not.  Lexical elements such as ‘nominals’ which possess 

φ-(phi)-features are said not to require checking and as such, host interpretable features.  

Phonologically null syntactic heads and certain functional morphemes (e.g. ‘determiner’) 

must be checked or else they are considered ungrammatical.  In the terminology of the 

framework, this means they host ‘uninterpretable’ features.  Feature-checking is the 

operation of checking these uninterpretable features against interpretable features on 

other elements within the Numeration.  This is done by Merging elements which host the 

required checkable features in a language-specific manner.  It is the effect of this 

obligatory checking operation which orders the constituents. 

 Despite the simplicity of the MERGE operation, discussion of specific feature-

bundles and the systematic application of both Merge and feature-checking is couched 

herein using the traditional notation from the Government and Binding (Chomsky 1981 

and others) framework.  This notation includes syntactic trees featuring DPs, NPs, TPs, 

CPs, VPs, vPs and so forth.  I do not refer to intermediate projections as X', making no 

notational distinction between an intermediate projection and a maximal projection.  Both 

are XP.  Without such visually simplified notation, much of the discussion would become 

                                                 
9 Such movement is constrained by the Head Movement Constraint (Travis 1984) which prevents skipping 
available heads of the same type; in modern Minimalism the effects of the HMC are derived from the 
combined application of the Minimal Link Condition and the Chain Uniformity Condition. 
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unnecessarily complicated and unwieldy.  Nothing in the analysis is affected by such 

characterization nor do I claim that these XP structures exist independently of the Merged 

feature-bundles which create them.  Likewise, I make reference to TRACES in syntactic 

trees presented herein, but I actually assume, following the more contemporary COPY-

theory that traces are simply convenient shorthand for the phonologically unpronounced 

Copies. 

 Given this set of assumptions about the modeling of language, this dissertation 

attempts to identify the language-specific feature-bundles associated with various 

syntactic categories or specific morphemes in Ilocano; and attempts to account for the 

restrictive word-ordering of Ilocano as a result of these operations.  Because elided 

Features have to be interpretable in the same way as overt features, Ellipsis serves as a 

very telling diagnostic.   

Having presented a brief definition of the core properties of syntax and the 

operations which will be applied to my analysis of Ilocano, let us next consider the initial 

facts of Ilocano which I later build upon. 

 

1.3. General Syntax of Ilocano á la Rubino 

 I begin this dissertation adopting the structural analysis of Ilocano syntax 

presented by Rubino (1997, 2000) as it is the most recent and comprehensive work on the 

language, diverging only where the facts of Ilocano don’t support the claims made by 

Rubino.   This sub-section is broken down into facts relating to the verbal chain (Section 

1.3.1) and facts relating to arguments of Ilocano (Section 1.3.2).  These properties of the 
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language will be expanded upon in later chapters, but lay out the basic foundation for 

such elaboration. 

 

1.3.1. Verb-related Properties of Ilocano 

 Ilocano is a Verb-Subject-Object (VSO) language as in (7) with strict word order.  

There is no scrambling of constituents nor differences between matrix clauses and 

subordinate clause in terms of such ordering10.     

 (7)  a.  nangan  ti      lalaki ti      makan 
  eat.PRF  DET boy    DET food 
  “The boy ate the food.” 

        b. 

 

 Negation is part of the verbal chain and the verb-initial ordering restriction can be 

satisfied by it as the highest contentful element within the extended projection of the verb 

                                                 
10 I do, however, suggest in Chapter 3 that subordinate clauses do not allow Focus phrases in Ilocano. 
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as in (8).  Unlike other elements in the verbal chain, I will assume that negation 

obligatorily raises to Focus in Ilocano11.   

 (8)  a. haan nga     nangan  ti     lalaki ti     makan 
            not    COMP eat.PRF  DET boy   DET food 
           “The boy didn’t eat the food.” 

        b. 

 

  Focus as a fixed structure12 is a crucial projection in my discussion of Ilocano 

and ellipsis13.  My central claim is that Focus is required to license all ellipsis in Ilocano.  

                                                 
11 In (8) negation raises out of the FOC

0
 to merge with the COMP in C0 and is reordered with the Comp head,  

something that falls out of my discussion of ellipsis and Focus in Chapter 3.  While this is somewhat 
stipulative, negation in Ilocano must raise above the complementizer (‘nga’ ‘that’) while retaining its status 
as part of the verbal projection.  These attributes include hosting and pied-piping the pronominal arguments 
as well as blocking head-movement of the verb.  I discuss this problem further in example (13). 
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It is this structural FOCP I refer to in all discussions of Focus, not those in situ examples 

licensed by prosodic emphasis which are outside the scope of my research.  Furthermore, 

my use of Focus refers to the type of Focus that is not informational, but rather 

contrastive/identificational.  I adopt a definition of Contrastive Focus along the lines of 

Brody (1990) and others in (9). 

 (9). Contrastive Focus applies to syntactic constituents which bear a [+FOC] 

feature which are selected from grammatical members of a set of contextually 

relevant choices for contrast. 

This definition does away with new and old informational distinctions as a separate 

property of Focus not relevant to my analysis.  It also limits Focus elements to both 

pragmatically and syntactically appropriate constituents.  Furthermore I do not make a 

distinction between elements which license a single projection of FOCP and those which 

license multiple projections.  I assume that such distinctions reside not within the 

properties of the Focus projection but rather in the feature-bundle which checks multiple 

focus features to license multiple specifiers.  I will show that in Ilocano, multiple-

projections are licensed by each separate element which checks FOC
0. 

                                                                                                                                                 
12 Cf. É. Kiss (1998), Aissen (1992), Uriagereka (1992), Rouveret (1992, 1996), Brody (1990), and Rizzi 
(1995). 
13 Again, given strict syntactic parallelism restrictions and following Chomsky (1995: Chapter 4)'s proposal 
that movement for feature-checking occurs pre-ellipsis and that ellipsis is a PF operation (otherwise, for 
example, the non-elided ASPP would remain unchecked and the derivation would crash), the verb cannot 
remain in situ for ellipsis of just the VP. 
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 In some languages, Focus appears above the CP; while in other languages, as I 

propose for Ilocano, it is between the CP and TP as the following Sluicing example (10) 

illustrates14.  Note that there is a filled C0 above the Focus position. 

 

 (10)  a.  di=ak15     ammo no asino (ti      inagkan) 
              NEG=1.SG know  if  who   (DET kissed) 
              “I don’t know who (is the kissed one).” 

          b. 

 

                                                 
14 According to É. Kiss (1998), the Focus projection is above the CP while in Hungarian, it is below. 
15 I use the standard notation of “=” to indicate attachment of an encliticized morpheme to the element 
which hosts it.  A period indicates a feature which is not attributed to a separable morpheme. 
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 Any XP may be raised to SPECFOC if it bears [+FOC] features which must be 

checked16.  In Ilocano it is typically a DP which raises.  Ilocano FOC° bears both verb-

related features and XP features; the former trigger some verb-related X0 movement to 

the FOC
0.  The XP-related FOC

0
 features license the DP to raise into the SPECFOCUS 

position.  

 Additional FOCP projections are licensed when the element in FOC
0 raises to a 

higher FOC
0 to license additional XPs17.  Such movement makes the additional Specifier 

positions transparent to checking.  Consider the Ilocano Gapping example (11)18.  Note 

that it is not only the verb merged up to T0 which is elided, but also a VP internal PP.  I 

assume that both the internal and external arguments are raised out of the TP to FOCP.  

This allows deletion of the entire TP19.     

(11)  a.  inagkan ni    Hermione ni     Ron diay  tiendaan,        ken  
  kiss.PF  DET Hermione DET Ron DEM market-place, and 

    ni     Harry ni     Draco (inagkan diay  tiendaan) 
    DET Harry  DET Draco (kiss.PF   DEM market-place) 
   “Hermione kissed Ron at that market-place and Harry (kissed) Draco  
               (at that marketplace).” 

 

 
                                                 
16 Focus raising occurs in many languages. See, for e.g., É. Kiss (1998) for Hungarian and Karimi (2005) 
for Persian. 
17 Both multiple specifiers within a single Focus projection and multiple Focus projections would account 
for the Ilocano data; though I use the multiple projection analysis in my trees. 
18 Technically Gapping is said to elide only the verb, but this example of TPE could be as suitably named 
Gapping as Stripping.  Both are satisfied by the same properties and I argue that these names are really 
means of classifying the remnant constituents of verbal ellipsis. 
19 I also follow É. Kiss (1998) in assuming that in certain cleft constructions, a supplemental verb may be 
base-generated in the Focus projection.  In Ilocano, only a null copula may operate in this fashion, like the 
English pleonastic ‘do’ support or ‘be’ insertion that É. Kiss proposes for English, only without overt 
morphology. 
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         b.   
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If (11) were not a case of Focus-raising and the entire TP were not elided, then we would 

have to assume non-constituent deletion of a T0 and a PP, two discontinuous constituents 

deleted most infelicitously (12)20. 

 

 

 (12)   

 

 Although negation itself behaves predictably within the Focus projection I have 

assumed, the presence of the complementizer ‘nga’ (‘that’) in association with the NEG
0 

                                                 
20 If possible, a theory in which Ellipsis can target a single constituent is preferred, an implicit inference 
deriving from Merchant’s (2001) MAXELIDE  (see also Lasnik 2001) which states that the largest constituent 
possible should be the target.  The inference is that simplicity is favored and a single target is preferred 
over multiples when the multiple targets may be subsumed under a larger syntactic node without excessive 
stipulation. 
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‘haan’ (‘not’) remains slightly problematic as (13) illustrates.  If the FOCP is underneath 

the CP as I show it must be, (13) requires an additional CP layer.     

 (13)  di=ak         ammo [CPno haan [CPnga     nangan ti     lalaki ti     makan]] 
           NEG=1.SG know  [CPif    not   [CPCOMP eat.PRF DET boy    DET food   ]] 
          “I don’t know if it is not that the boy ate the food.” 

To resolve this, I assume that in line with Rizzi’s (1997) split-CP approach to structure, 

Ilocano licenses not only a Focus projection in the CP, but also a split between a [+WH] 

CP projection and a [-WH] CP projection (14)21.  

 (14)   

                                                 
21 I do not make a distinction here between Rizzi’s (1997) FORCE and FIN split, since the narrow 
distinction in Ilocano deals strictly with a [±WH] distinction. 
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The higher C0 is associated with the [+WH] feature (‘no’ ‘if’) while the lower C0 

[-WH, -Q] is available for Focus related negation to merge with ‘nga’ (COMP) for scope 

via X0 movement.  This accounts for the ordering of constituents found in constructions 

such as (13) above without complicating ordinary constructions, despite being slightly 

problematic with regard to reordering of negation and ‘nga’ on the lower C0 (see fn. 11 

above for brief discussion of this). 
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 Also related to the verbal chain is the Ilocano null copula.  In constructions which 

lack an outright verb, any NP22 in sentence initial position (crucially distinct from DPs 

which mark Focus-raising in that position) expresses PREDICATE features (indicated by 

[+PRED]) as in (15) and is treated as a copular construction.  I will argue that in copular 

constructions in Ilocano (Section 3.1.2), there is head-to-head movement of some N0 (or 

NUM
0) into T0 from a lower position which pied-pipes predicative features to T0.  I 

assume a standard TP for copulas, since in Ilocano at least, there is no syntactic 

motivation for diagramming them as small clauses. 

 (15)  a. [TPnagwapo   Ø[±PRED]]  ti      lalaki 
  [TPhandsome  Ø[±PRED]] DET  boy 
  “The boy is handsome.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          b. 

                                                 
22 Ilocano does not  make a noun-adjective distinction as I explain in Chapter 2 
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 The only time a non-predicative lexical element appears sentence-initially is when 

a DP has been raised to a Focus position as indicated by the dashed line in (16).    

 (16)  a. ti      lalaki nangan ti     makan 
   DET boy    eat.PRF DET food 
  “The boy ate the food (not the girl).” 
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         b. 

 
 

 A final word on Ilocano verbal chains has to do with morphology.  

Morphologically, Ilocano is quite complex, expressing such features as VOICE, MOOD, 

VOLITION and ASPECT by a variety of morphemes23.  Argument structure and thematic 

relations can be controlled by such morphology and relevant morphemes are glossed in 

the examples.  Compare (17) below for differences in transitivity.  In (17a) the 

intransitivizing morphology allows a single obligatory argument, though an optional 

                                                 
23 Of these I only address Aspect and to a lesser degree Mood in Chapter 3, Sections 3.2.1 and 3.5.  
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Oblique may be added; while in (17b) the second argument (i.e. the internal argument) is 

obligatory.   

 (17)  a.  ag.surat      ti     lalaki 
    INTR.write DET boy 
   “The boy writes.” 
 
           b.  surat.en   ti      lalaki ti     surat 
     write.TR  DET boy    DET letter 
    “The boy writes the letter.” 

In order to control for any potential effects of morphology on the syntax, my remaining 

examples throughout use the same active voice morphology unless otherwise relevant. 

 In contrast to this complex morphological variety on verbs (typical of 

Austronesian languages), Ilocano lacks overt TENSE features and relies upon Aspect to 

function in lieu of Tense as in (18a-c).  The unmarked verb serves as PRESENT (18a) 

while the PERFECTIVE (PRF) serves as PAST (18b).  There is also morphology for future 

action (18c) though it is derived through what Rubino (1997, 2000) calls an Adverb 

enclitic ‘to’ ([+FUT]). 

 (18)  a.  mangan  ti      lalaki ti      makan 
    eat          DET boy    DET food 
   “The boy eats the food.” 

          b.  nangan  ti      lalaki ti      makan 
    eat.PRF   DET boy    DET food 
    “The boy ate the food.” 

           c.  mangan=to  ti      lalaki ti      makan 
     eat=FUT      DET boy    DET food 
    “The boy will eat the food.” 

 Having presented the properties of the Ilocano predicate and CP projection, I 

consider the additional properties of arguments in Ilocano next.   
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1.3.2. Argument-related Properties of Ilocano 

 Ilocano Verbs and Arguments do not have to agree for φ-Features and in fact 

rarely do.  The only morphologically expressed φ-Feature is NUMBER.  Optionally 

Number can appear on verbs (19a) and NPs (19b).  Reduplication is the most typical 

means by which Number is shown on both verbs and nominals.  In verbs it is CV root-

initial reduplication while in nominals it is most commonly CVC reduplication,  though, 

depending on the phonological make-up of the nominal, it can be gemination of some 

internal C, initial CV, or some irregular combination no larger than a CVC unit (Rubino 

1997, 2000).  More commonly, Number is only expressed on the DETERMINER which has 

a [+SG]/[+PL] contrast demonstrated in (19c); and as with the nominals, such expression 

is optional24. 

 (19)  a.  nagaabay=da        (modified Rubino 2000:xlvi, FN 6) 
    PRF.stand-side-by-side.PL=3.PL 
   “They stood side by side.” 
 
          b.  balay   �   balbalay 
   “house”      “houses” 
 
           c.  ti      balay  �   dagi.ti   lalaki 
     DET boy        PL .DET boy 
    “the boy”         “the boys” 
 
 Nouns in Ilocano furthermore do not express grammatical GENDER.  Contrast this 

with languages such as Spanish, which have two Genders: [+MASC], [+FEM]; and 

languages such as German, which have three: [+MASC], [+FEM], [+NEU].  In languages 

like these, agreement must hold across certain syntactic elements of the DP, specifically 

                                                 
24 Rubino (1997) states that CVC reduplication for nominal plurality actually carries semantic meaning for 
‘distributive’ properties of that plurality, something not encoded within plural DETERMINERS. 
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the DET, the noun, and agreeing attributive adjectives.  In Ilocano, no such agreement 

holds.  This lack of Gender in Ilocano illustrates that, despite the assumption of a 

universal set of primitive features, not all languages utilize the same sets of features nor 

do they assign them to the same elements. 

 There are also no Nominal/Accusative/Dative/Genitive CASE distinctions in 

Ilocano morphology, another set of potential φ-Features of which none are 

phonologically present in Ilocano but which appear overtly in many languages (not 

necessarily all of them).  In German, for example, these Case features appear not only on 

the DET, but on the noun as well, the result of obligatory agreement for Case in that 

language as with Number, illustrated in (20).   

 (20)  a. der            Hund-Ø 
  NOM .DET dog.NOM  
  ‘the dog’ 

          b. des               Hundes 
   POSS.DET  dog.POSS 
   ‘the dog’s’ 

 All Ilocano DPs/NPs except for Obliques fail to host any Case morphology at all 

and even then, the [+OBL] Case Feature only resides on the DET and not the noun as 

(21b) illustrates.  Direct association of this oblique feature with the N0 is ungrammatical 

as in (21c)(whether in association with ‘iti ’ (DET.OBL) or as shown). 

 (21)  a. ti      balay 
   DET house 
   ‘the house’ 

          b.  iti             balay 
    DET.OBL  house 
    ‘to/at the house’ 
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           c.  *ibalay 
      OBL  house 
     ‘*to/at house’ 

In contrast, pronominals, while they do not overtly host NOM/ACC/DAT distinctions, do 

show ERG/ABS/OBL Case morphological distinctions (Rubino 1997) as in (22).  

 (22)  a.  mangan=ak 
   eat=1.SG.ABS 
   ‘I eat’ 

          b.  inted=ko            Ø              kenkuana 
    give=1.SG.ERG  3.SG.ABS 2.SG.OBL 
    ‘I give it to you’ 

          c.  kaniak 
    1.SG.OBL 
    ‘to me’ 

Independent pronouns only appear in the Absolutive and Oblique.  This illustrates how 

Ilocano has [+ERG] and [+ABS] Features but expresses them only on pronominals while 

languages such as Urdu/Hindi, Basque, Georgian, Sumerian and Djapu, just to name an 

arbitrary few, express these same Features on NPs. 

 A last relevant comment about the general properties of Ilocano nominals 

includes the fact that it is the syntactic placement of a lexical item, not its semantic 

properties, which determine its syntactic classification as ‘verb’, ‘noun’ and ‘adjective’25.  

A determiner in front of any lexical item or even TP makes it a nominal, without any 

additional structural changes.  Likewise, any lexical element in a predicate position is 

associated with predication.  

                                                 
25In Ilocano there is a failure to distinguish features such as [±N, ±V] á la Chomsky (1970).  Cf. Schachter 
(1985) for a discussion on overlapping properties of adjectives with nouns and verbs; Brock (1995) for a 
syntactic slot and lexical filler approach; and Hopper and Thompson (1993) for an easy to follow summary 
of functional/discourse approaches to word-class in direct opposition to the approach taken here. 
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1.4. Pronominals as Agreement Analysis (Anderson 2006) 

 In this section I summarize here arguments in favor of treating Ilocano 

pronominal enclitics (Rubino 1997, 2000) as agreement-indexing-morphemes rather than 

arguments.  This means that contrary to existing assumptions, Ilocano is a pro-drop 

language.  The crucial distinction this will make in the proposed structures is that 

pronominals-as-agreement will be base-generated in T0 rather than in the positions of full 

DP arguments, which appear in SPECvP for the external argument subjects of transitive 

verbs and in the complement of the V0 for unaccusative intransitives or objects of 

transitive verbs.  This T0 base-generated position for pronominals will reveal movement 

of various elements within the extended projection of the verb (e.g. NEG
0) into or through 

T0.  Essentially, verb movement to T0 with arguments remaining in situ results in VSO 

word order. 

 Ilocano has two sets of overt agreement morphemes: an ergative set and an 

absolutive set (see Table 1)26.  As noted above, ergative and absolutive case appear only 

on these morphemes and not in association with full DPs.   

     Table 1 
Absolutive English Ergative 
=ak I =k(o)  
=ka you =m(o) 
Ø27   he she =na 
=ta you and I =ta 
=kami we not you =mi 

                                                 
26 I do not consider full pronouns in Ilocano (e.g. ‘isuna’ ‘he/she/it’) because they behave as typical 
pronouns, appearing in lieu of full DPs in the same position as DPs.  Like full DPs, Ilocano pronouns do 
not co-occur with the enclitic pronominals under discussion in standard constructions. 
27 Rubino (1997, 2000) includes ‘isu’ for 3.SG.AB as well as the null but it is not truly enclitic and rarely 
appears compared to the null form.  I ignore it as nothing crucial to my analysis hinges upon it. 
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=tayo we and you =tayo 
=kayo you (pl)or(formal) =yo 
=da they or you(very formal) =da 

 

 Example (23) illustrates the paradigm involving these pronominals and full DPs 

in a transitive verb; while (24) illustrates them using an intransitive verb.   Note that the 

only place in which a pronominal is coindexed with an overt DP is in the topicalized 

example (23d).  Otherwise, there is never a pronominal coindexed with an overt DP in 

the language.   

 (23)  a.  in.ag.kan      ti      polisia       ti      lalaki 
              PRF.TR-kiss  DET policeman  DET boy 

              “The policeman kissed the boy.”   

                    b.  in.ag.kan=na                ti      lalaki 
              PRF.TR-kiss=3.SG.ERG DET boy 

              “He kissed the boy.” 

                    c.  in.ag.kan=ak=da 
              PRF.TR-kiss=1.SG.ERG=3.PL.ABS 

              “I kissed them.” 

                    d.  in.ag.kan=na1=ak                           ti      polisia1        
              PRF.TR-kiss=3.SG1.ERG=1.SG.ABS DET policeman1 

              “He kissed me, the policeman.” 

 (24)  a.  na.turog    ti     babai 
               PRF-sleep DET girl 

             “The girl slept.”   

                     b.  na.turog=ko 
               PRF-sleep=1.SG.ABS 

              “I slept.” 
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 In pronominal argument languages28, the pronominal is the argument and the DP 

is a dislocated adjunct.  As such, the pronominal is obligatory while the DP is not.  This 

is not the case for Ilocano.  Pronominals are not licensed in coindexed positions with DPs 

except in low frequency topicalized constructions like (23d).   

 In Ilocano standard constructions such as (23a) or (24a) above, the verb is in 

sentence initial position because it raises to T0 via head-to-head movement, picking up 

Aspectual morphology on the way and hosts the pronominals.  If we consider 

constructions involving negation and auxiliaries, we see evidence that these pronominals 

are base-generated at T0, not what we would expect if they were arguments.   Both 

negation ‘haan’ (‘not’) in (25) and the auxiliary ‘in’ (‘go’) in (26) host the pronominals.   

  (25)  a.  haan=ko           nga    kayat  ti      babai 
               not=1.SG.ERG  COMP like     DET girl 

             “It is not I that likes the girl.”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
28 An analysis put forth initially by Jelinek (1984).  See also Baker (2003) 
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          b. 

 

    (26)  a.  in= ta                         na.turog 
              go=1.PL.EXCL.ABS    PRF.sleep 

             “We went to sleep.” 
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          b.  

 

That the pronominals must reside higher than the matrix verb in the presence of other 

members of the verbal projection is illustrated in (27). 

 (27)  a.  *haan  nga     kayat=ko           ti      babai 
                not     COMP like=1.SG.ERG  DET girl 

               “It is not that I  like the girl.”   

                     b.  *in  na.turog= ta 
                 go   PF.sleep=1.PL .EXCL .ABS     

              “*Went we to sleep.” 

 In languages like English, the TP is said to have a strong EPP feature which must 

be checked, motivating the external argument to raise from its base generated position in 

SPECvP to a position above the T0.  However, in addition to languages with a strong EPP 

feature that licenses XP movement, there are languages with a weak EPP feature that may 

be checked through V-to-T head movement29, which is the position I take for Ilocano.  It 

is a local relationship with the agreement morphemes originating in T0 that make the 

                                                 
29 Proposed by Alexiadou and Anagnostopolou (1998).  See also Svenonius (1996) and Pollock (1996) for 
earlier similar treatments 
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arguments, both overt and pro, visible not only for EPP checking but for Theta 

assignment.  This locality is maintained by the fact that whatever element hosts 

agreement morphemes is part of the verbal chain and makes the arguments accessible to 

the theta marking elements of the chain. The raising of some predicative element into the 

T0 such as NEG
0, AUX

0, or even a predicative NP with [+PRED] features, provides these 

agreement morphemes with a host as well as checking other T0 related features.   

 But this position only satisfies the EPP when pronominal agreement morphemes 

are present.  This cannot satisfy the necessary local agree relationship with DPs in their 

base-generated positions.  To resolve this, Theta assignment and EPP checking of full 

DPs, like with pronominal agreement morphemes, can be accounted for in Ilocano by the 

Dual Verbal Agreement paradigm proposed by McCloskey and Hale (1984) for Irish.  

Ilocano in fact shares many characteristics of Irish constructions30.   

McCloskey and Hale (1984) proposed a dual verbal paradigm to account for the 

default covert agreement system in Irish based on a synthetic and analytic division of 

agreement morphemes.  The synthetic agreement paradigm distinguishes number and 

person just like Ilocano pronominals, shown in (28); while the analytic paradigm is 

unspecified.  By unspecified I mean it is phonologically null but obligatory for all third 

person lexical subjects in (29).  This corresponds to the structure of Ilocano with the 

exception that it applies not only to subjects but to objects, unlike Irish. 

(28)  a. chuirfinn (1.SG)   (McCloskey and Hale 1984) 
         b. chuirfea  (2.SG) 
         c. chuirfimis (1.PL) 

                                                 
30 See comments on the copula in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2, as well as pronominal agreement here. 
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(29)  chuirfeadh (uninflected form)  (McCloskey and Hale 1984) 

The synthetic paradigm they propose is similar to the agreement morphology 

common in Indo-European languages and they suggest that these agreement markers host 

fully-specified phi features found on DPs and that this allows various syntactic feature-

checking to be satisfied, such as EPP and theta marking.  However, while I have assumed 

along the line of Alexiadou and Agnostopoulou that the strong agreement morphology 

does the actual checking, it should be noted that is also possible that pro, in the same 

fashion as DPs, has these phi-features and can satisfy feature checking because strong 

agreement morphemes make pro visible to the syntax in languages like Irish and Ilocano.  

In other words, it could also be argued that in languages such as these, strong agreement 

morphology makes pro visible to check these features in the same way that over DPs are 

visible to check these features rather than the actual strong agreement morphemes doing 

the actual satisfaction of feature checking.  In any event, all the argument chain elements 

are coindexed and it is this coindexation which allows semantic and syntactic recovery of 

the null pro elements (Zushi 2003).   

As this brief explanation argues, Ilocano seems to possess two sets of agreement 

morphemes in the Irish sense, accounted for by the Dual Verbal Morpheme analysis of 

McCloskey and Hale (1984).   It accounts for theta marking or EPP checking when the 

DP or pro remains in situ.  The structure of agreement within the TP is shown as (30) 

without the distraction of inserted lexical items.   
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(30)   

 

Whichever head moves to T0 first hosts the pronominal agreement: the verb in 

(30), the auxiliary in (26), or negation in (31); and if further movement is licensed such as 

Focus feature checking on negation, the pronominals raise up with the verbal element as 

a merged head bundle as (31) shows with ‘haan’ (‘not’).   
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(31)   

 

If a verbal element is base generated in T0, as observed with the auxiliary, 

movement of the lexical verb into T0 is blocked and the agreement morphemes are hosted 

in situ (32).  Because aspect morphology still appears on the lexical verb in these kinds of 

constructions, I assume that the verb moves as far as ASP
0. 
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(32)   

 

Now that I have presented the foundation for both the Minimalist terms I use and 

the basic structure for Ilocano I assume, I begin my discussion of nominal-related ellipsis 

next. 
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CHAPTER 2 – NOMINAL-RELATED  ELLIPSIS 

 
 In this chapter, I concentrate on two nominal-related types of ellipsis and account 

for why one is not licit while the other is.  The first type involves quantification, seen in 

the English example (1a), which is not licensed in Ilocano (1b).  The second type 

involves possession, similar to the English example (2)   In Ilocano, constructions like (2) 

must be formed through the use of a possessive Prepositional Phrase (PP) of the English 

type seen in (3a)1.   

 (1)  a.  I like one dog, I don’t like many (dogs). 

        b. *…  haan=ko  nga    kayat ti     adu    (nga     aso) 
              …  not=1.SG COMP like   DET many (COMP dog) 
            “…, I don’t like the many (that are dogs).” 

 (2)  “I did not eat Cardo’s dog, I ate Oyang’s (dog).” 

 (3)  a.  “I did not eat the dog of Cardo, I ate the dog of Oyang.” 

        b. …ni     Oyang1 nangan=ko   (ti      aso t1) 
           ….DET Oyang1  eat.PF=1.SG (DET dog t1) 
           “…it was Oyang’s I ate.” 

 The organization of this chapter is as follows: first, I expand upon the basic 

syntactic properties of non-elided DPs in Section 2.1.  This will provide the foundation 

for my discussion of constructions involving quantification in Section 2.2, and an 

explanation of why ellipsis of NPs is not licensed in Ilocano.  Also in Section 2.2 I 

                                                 
1 Note that Focus-raising moves the possessor out of the target of ellipsis in (3b). 
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discuss how a lack of agreement in Ilocano can help explain why an empty N0 in 

connection with a filled NUM
0 cannot license ellipsis of embedded material in the DP.    

 Then, I discuss ellipsis involving possession in Section 2.3.  I show that the target 

for ellipsis is the DP rather than the NP.  I claim that Focus-raising a PP bearing 

possessive features out of the DP and subsequent ellipsis of that DP as in (3) generates 

the kind of constructions seen in Ilocano, which are semantically, but not syntactically, 

equivalent to the English ellipsis in (2).   

 Additional facts that fall out from the examples include a strict licensing 

requirement in Ilocano of elements with a [+LEX] feature by an element with a [+FUN] 

feature; and that lexical categories in Ilocano are structurally driven rather than 

determined by features on the word. 

 

2.1. Expanding upon Ilocano DPs 

 Ilocano has three basic ‘nominal’ syntactic positions: nominals may function as 

arguments (4a) (DP1 is the external argument while DP2 is the internal argument); as 

obliques (4b); or as NP predicates (4c).   

 (4)  a. gimmatang [ni     Oyang]1 [ti     manok]2    iti            tiendaan 
            bought       [DET Oyang]1 [DET chicken]2 DET.OBL marketplace 
           “Oyang bought the chicken at the marketplace.” 

        b. gimmatang ni    Oyang ti      manok  [iti             tiendaan] 
            bought       DET Oyang DET chicken [DET.OBL  marketplace] 
           “Oyang bought the chicken at the marketplace.” 

         c. manok   ni     Oyang 
  chicken DET Oyang 
  “Oyang is a chicken.” 
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 Of these three syntactic positions, arguments and obliques obligatorily must 

contain an article or demonstrative (Rubino 1997).  In contrast, common nouns in 

predicative positions may not contain an article or demonstrative (4c)2.   

 The article system in Ilocano (DETERMINERS and DEMONSTRATIVES) consists of a 

six-way contrast, divided into 'non-personal' articles, associated with common nouns, and 

'personal' articles, associated with proper nouns (Rubino 1997, 2000) for both singular 

and plural; and also distinguishing only between oblique and what Rubino refers to as 

‘core’ cases3.  ‘Core’ includes obligatory internal and external arguments of the verb, 

which, as noted above, display no morphological evidence of case.  Both core and 

oblique forms are shown in Table 2.   

Table 2 

DETERMINERS CORE (NON-OBLIQUE) OBLIQUE 

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 

NON-PERSONAL ti 
‘the’ 

dagiti 
‘the’ 

iti 
‘the’ 

kadagiti 
‘the’ 

PERSONAL ni 
‘the’ 

da 
‘the’ 

ken ni 
‘the’ 

kada 
‘the’ 

 

 Unlike determiners, demonstratives in Ilocano also indicate spatial and temporal 

differentiation; however, in the table below I only include spatial forms.  As with 

determiners, there are core and oblique distinctions, but the proper noun/common noun 

distinction present in determiners is not present in demonstratives.  Otherwise, 

demonstratives with the proper core/oblique distinction are completely interchangeable 

                                                 
2 Nouns in predicative positions, because of their exceptional syntactic properties, are addressed in Chapter 
3.  The class of nominals of interest in this chapter are arguments. 
3 In all cases, the oblique is established by adding supplemental morphology to the relevant core form. 
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with determiners in any construction.  Table 3 lists the three spatial forms4 for each case. 

The oblique forms contain elements of the oblique determiner morphology (i.e. ‘iti ’ and 

‘ka’) which distinguishes them from the core forms5.     

Table 3 

SPATIAL 

DEMONSTRATIVES 

CORE (NON-OBLIQUE) OBLIQUE 

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 

PROXIMAL  (day)toy 
 

‘that’ 

dagitoy 
 

‘those’ 

iti daytoy 
kadaytoy 

‘that’ 

kadagitoy 
 

‘those’ 
MEDIAL  (day)ta 

 
‘that’ 

dagita 
 

‘those’ 

iti dayta 
kadayta 
‘that’ 

kadagita 
 

‘those’ 
DISTAL (day)diay 

 
‘that’ 

dagidiay 
 

‘those’ 

iti daydiay 
kadaydiay 

‘that’ 

kadagidiay 
 

‘those’ 
 

The core determiners and demonstratives apply to core nominals, which are any internal 

and external arguments, while the obliques obligatorily attach to oblique nominals.  As 

stated earlier, predicative nominals do not allow either type of article to precede them and 

there is no possessive form of articles.  It should be assumed by the reader that 

Demonstratives function in the same manner as determiners unless otherwise noted6. 

                                                 
4 The three way spatial distinctions in Ilocano parallels those found in languages like Japanese (‘koko’ here, 
‘soko’ ‘there by you’, ‘asoko’ ‘there away from speaker and listener’) and Spanish ‘este’ ‘this’, ‘ ese’ ‘that’ 
and ‘aquel’ ‘that one over there’) 
5 Both Rubino (1997, 2000) and Claussen (1995) occasionally make reference to oblique forms (along with 
their associated NP) as prepositions, though this is purely a superficial classification.  While there is some 
evidence that the morpheme ‘i-' operates as a directional marker (e.g. ‘to’ or ‘at’) when affixed to certain 
function and lexical words or morphemes, no formal treatment has been proposed in the literature. 
6 Although demonstratives appear in the same syntactic positions as determiners and can appear in lieu of 
‘ ti ’ (‘D ET’) with no structural changes (i), there is also an alternative ‘nga’ (‘C OMP’) construction as in (ii ).  
Rubino (2000) treats (i) and (ii ) as a single construction with an optional ‘nga’.  Given the structure I have 
proposed, I assume these are two separate constructions: (i) is a simple DP with a true DEM

0 occupying the 
D0 while (ii ) ‘daytoy’ (‘this one’) is an NP with relative clause modifier.  .   
 (i)  daytoy  manok   
       this       chicken 
       “this chicken” 
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 Rubino (1997) claims that definiteness is contextually or pragmatically assigned 

with the determiner ‘ti’; while it is lexically assigned with demonstratives like 

‘daydiay’(‘that’) or ‘ daytoy’ (‘this’).  However, an example like ‘ti manok’ (‘D ET 

chicken’) cannot refer to the indefinite ‘chicken’ generally.   Thus, for the purposes of DP 

analysis in Ilocano herein, I treat all occurrences of articles, including ‘ti’ as determiners.   

 A basic DP in Ilocano consists of an article (i.e. DET
0 or DEM

0) plus some lexical 

constituent which behaves as a nominal, and which is not modified by additional 

embedded phrases or lexical material.  As mentioned earlier, a nominal can be a simple 

root or a morphologically complex lexical item that bears nominal marking, which may 

simply consist of having ‘ti’ (DET) as its head.  Unless it bears upon an analysis, only 

simple root nouns will be used for most examples.  The standard form of a non-personal 

DP is shown in (5) while the personal DP form is shown in (6).   

 (5)  ti      manok 
        DET chicken 
        “the chicken” 

                                                                                                                                                 
 (ii )  daytoy nga       manok 
        this      COMP chicken 
        “this one which is a chicken” 
Given that [+FUN] DET

0 cannot license ellipsis, it seems infelicitous to argue that it is ellipsis licensed by a 
[+FUN] DEM

0 (iv) rather than the [+FUN][+L EX] DP form of the demonstrative (iii ).     
(iii )  kayat=ko    ditoy manok,  haan=ko  nga     kayat dayta 
        want=1.SG DEM chicken, not=1.SG COMP want  that.one 
       “I want this chicken, not that one.” 
(iv)  *kayat=ko    ditoy manok,  haan=ko  nga    kayat dayta (manok) 
          want=1.SG DEM chicken, not=1.SG COMP want  that   (chicken) 

         “I want this chicken, not that.” 
This distinction between (i) and (ii ) is based upon the feature distribution on lexical/functional morphemes.  
(i) bears [+DET] features like functional determiners, satisfying only the syntactic requirements of a D0; 
while (ii ) bears [+DET] features and [+LEX] features satisfying all the syntactic requirements of a merged 
D0+NUMP.   
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 (6)  ni      Florence 
        DET Florence 
        “Florence” 

An illustration of a verbal complex operating as a nominal is shown in (7).  If the DET
0 

were missing from (7) it would be read as a complete sentence ‘you put something-inside 

it.’ 

 (7)  ti      ngangikabila=m=Ø7 
        DET putting-inside=2.SG=3.SG 
       “the your putting-inside (of something)” 

 Slightly more complex DPs are entailed by modification.  Any time a DP contains 

a modifier, it must obligatorily contain ‘nga’ which signals a relative clause (8).   

 (8)  [DPDET NP [CP COMP XP]              (copular relative clause) 

This applies even to what have been traditionally called ‘adjectives’ (Rubino 1997, 2000) 

acting as modifiers to a noun.  These include words like ‘white’, ‘pretty’ and ‘big.’  

Although I claim that they are in fact nominals based on distributional properties, I will 

use the imprecise term ‘adjective-like’ temporarily in this section to distinguish them 

from those lexical elements of a clearly nominal type8. 

 As can be seen in the semantically comparable constructions (9) and (10), 

adjective-like nominals contained within DPs are attached to the noun they modify by 

                                                 
7 ‘Mo’ (2.SG) appears phonetically as ‘m’ following a vowel.  Elsewhere, ‘ko’ (1.SG), in a similar fashion 
appears as ‘k.’  These are merely  allomorphs.  Because of confusion for Ilocano speakers with non-reduced 
forms of the pronominals being mistaken for Tagalog (i.e. 2.SG always ‘mo’ and 1.SG always ‘ko’ in 
environments where they would reduce in Ilocano), I use the Ilocano reduced forms where appropriate; 
unlike my approach to ‘nga’ which can appear as ‘a’ in various phonological environments in Ilocano but 
which always appears as the non-reduced form in my examples for reader consistency, as the nonreduced 
form does not imply 'Tagalog' to Ilocano speakers. 
8 There is a small amount of morphological evidence for some root-word classes (e.g. the ability to 
compare degree semantic features e.g. ‘pretty’ can become ‘prettier’ but ‘boy’ cannot become ‘more boy’ 
or ‘boyish’ in Ilocano), but I assume that the ultimate classification is determined by syntactic position. 
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‘nga’ (‘C OMP’). The ordering of the positions of the noun and adjective-like nominal can 

be reversed within the DP9.   

 (9)  a.  ti     nalutmeg nga    manok 
            DET fat           COMP chicken 
           “the fat one which is a chicken” 

          b. 

 

 (10)  a.  ti      manok   nga    nalutmeg 
         DET chicken COMP fat 
        “the chicken which is fat” 

          b.  

 

 While a noun and its adjective-like nominal modifier may appear in either 

structural position, the COMP ‘nga’ and DET ‘ti’ order cannot be switched as they mark 

                                                 
9 Because I am interested only in the position of features within narrow syntax for this work, I will not tease 
apart any semantic/pragmatic distinctions between the two orderings. 
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distinct syntactic positions, strictly ordered in Ilocano. The following examples (11) and 

(12) in which the COMP appears before the DET are ungrammatical. 

 (11)  *nga    nalutmeg  ti      manok 
           COMP fat            DET chicken 
         “which is fat, the chicken” (rough approximation of translated ordering) 

 (12)  *nga     manok   ti      nalutmeg 
           COMP chicken DET fat 
          “which is the chicken, fat” (rough again) 

 Also, multiple modification, as shown in (13), poses a particular processing 

difficulty for Ilocano speakers, as they almost universally prefer a single modifier 

construction.  However, if pressured, speakers conceded that combining modifiers with 

multiple ‘nga’ (‘C OMP’) as in (13) is grammatical, but seriously dispreferred10. 

 (13)  a.  ?ti     dakkel nga      puraw nga    manok 
           DET big      COMP  white  COMP chicken 
         “the big one which is a white one which is a chicken” 

          b. 

 
 

                                                 
10 For this example, multiple utterances were preferred using single modifier forms (e.g. ‘ti dakkel nga 
manok’ followed by a later utterance ‘ti puraw’ if clarification on behalf of the listener was necessary). 
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 Any two nominals regardless of adjective-like or pure nominal semantics can be 

combined in this manner.  This is shown in (14) with two adjective-like nominals.   

 (14)  a.  ti      puraw  nga    nalutmeg 
           DET white   COMP fat 
        “the white fat one” 

          b. 

 

The same structure presented in (14b) holds for examples involving two NPs which are 

clearly nominal.   

 (15)  a.  ti      tulbek  nga    landok 
           DET key      COMP iron 
         “the key that is an iron one” 

          b.  ti      landok  nga    tulbek 
            DET iron      COMP key 
         “the iron that is a key”11 

 This interchangeability between semantically ‘adjectival’ words like ‘white’ (i.e. 

‘white one’) and semantically ‘nominal’ words like ‘chicken’ supports my claim that in 

Ilocano, lexical word-classes are derived by the syntax and not [±N] or [±V] features on 

                                                 
11 Notice that it is obligatory without the DET for the interpretation to be predicative. 
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the word itself as it is pulled from the lexicon12.  I hereinafter make no distinction 

between nominals such as ‘puraw’ (‘white’) or ‘ napintas’ (‘pretty’) and other nouns.   

 

2.2. Quantification-related Ellipsis 

 In this section I present a discussion of Ilocano quantification and why ellipses of 

the type found in languages like English (16) are ungrammatical in Ilocano (17).  The 

structure I assume for Ilocano is shown in (17b), though I will motivate it later in this 

section.  The grey line in (17b) indicates the inability of the NUM
0 to see past the null C0

 

and engage in a checking relationship with the lower material13; see below for 

discussion.. 

 (16)  “Eko killed two goats and Irene killed three (goats).” 

 (17)  a.  *pinatay ni     Eko ti     dua  nga    kalding ken pinatay ni    Irene  
                killed    DET Eko DET two COMP goat      and killed    DET Irene  
 
                ti      tallo  (nga    kalding)   
                           DET three (COMP goats   ) 
               “Eko killed the two that are goats and Irene killed the three  
                 (that are goats).” 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
12 Unlike languages like English as Chomsky (1970) proposed.  See also Hengeveld (1992), Jelinek (1995), 
Enfield (2004), Gil (2005), and Evans and Osada (2005) for discussions of questionable word-class 
categories in other languages. 
13 The circle with the line through it ‘not allowed’ indicates that the filled NUM

0 does not license an elided 
CP.  It signifies ‘not allowed’ in any future trees. 
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          b. 

 

 I will show that it is a strict licensing of [+LEX] morphemes by [+FUN] 

morphemes and a lack of agreement in Ilocano which accounts for both the structure of 

non-elided DPs and restrictions against ellipsis in constructions such as (17). 

 

2.2.1. Quantifiers and Numbers 

 This section points out the similarities and differences in the way in which 

quantifiers and numbers are incorporated into Ilocano DPs.  Both quantification and NP 
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modification obligatorily involve the adjunction of a relative clause CP, but there are 

some differences.   

 Numbers, such as ‘lima’ (‘five’) in (18) can behave as if they were in the same 

syntactic positions as modifying Ns or As for many speakers.  For some speakers, 

however, numbers were not licensed to appear in a relative clause as in (18b), but must 

appear immediately following the determiner, as in (18a).  Speakers that do consider 

(18b) grammatical admitted that such constructions are not as typical as (18a).  As with 

other modifiers, the COMP is obligatory or else ungrammaticality occurs in (18c) and 

(18d). 

 (18)  a.  [DPDET Number [CPCOMP NP]] 

          b.  %[DPDET NP [CPCOMP Number]] 

          c.  *[DPDET Number [NP]] 

          d.  *[DPDET NP [Number]] 

 Although only some speakers consulted said that a cardinal number absolutely 

cannot be switched in order as in (19), the majority only asserted a preference for the 

number to precede the noun as in (20a).  I conclude that some speakers treat numerals as 

nominals (allowing reversal of the order of N and the numeral) while others treat them as 

members of the functional category NUM
0, resulting in a fixed position following the 

initial determiner.  The distinction most likely stems from the fact that the string in (20a) 

admits of varying analyses.   
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 (19)  %dagiti14   libro  nga    lima 
             DET.PL   book COMP five 
         “the books which are five” 

 (20)  a.  dagiti     lima nga     libro 
              DET.PL  five  COMP book 
            “the five (ones) which are books” 

          b. 

 

   c. 

 

                                                 
14 A reminder to the reader, while ‘dagiti’ is plural, the singular ‘ti’ is as commonly used by speakers since 
plurality is found in the pragmatic context.  Only the reverse is not true, you cannot use the plural article for 
non-plural contexts.  No other examples will use plural determiners since they are optional. 
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Thus, for some speakers the structure is (20b); while for others, it is (20c).  The solid 

arrow indicates the position of ‘lima’ (‘five’) while the dotted arrow shows the obligatory 

null alternative position. 

      Non-cardinal quantification, on the other hand, such as the frequently used ‘adu’ 

(‘many’) is invariably restricted in its ordering.  Both those who accept numbers in the 

order shown in (19) and those who do not, all agree that non-cardinal quantifiers may not 

appear in the relative clause.  So while ‘adu’ type constructions appear to be formed in 

the same manner as modifiers to nouns as shown in (21), these non-cardinal quantifiers 

may not appear in the subordinate position as in (22). 

 (21)  a. ti      adu    nga    manok 
             DET many COMP chicken 
       “the many which are chickens” 

          b. 

 

 

 (22)  a. *ti      manok  nga     adu 
          DET chicken COMP many 
       “the chickens which are many” 
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          b. 

 

As noted above, the construction in (22) was found to be ungrammatical by all speakers 

consulted.  Thus, true quantification must precede the nominal. For some speakers, 

numbers are true quantifiers, members of the same category as adu, 'many', while for 

others, numbers seem to operate as lexical NP modifiers, occurring in either ordering. 

 Syntactic restrictions on Ilocano DPs can be demonstrated by the licensing of and 

failure to license partial ellipsis within DPs.  I will point out general restrictions before 

showing how this ties in with quantification.  One such general restriction is that if the 

head of a DP (i.e. DET or DEM) or embedded CP (i.e. COMP) is overt, the lexical 

complement of that D° or C° cannot be elided.  Nor can the functional head be elided 

while the elements it licenses are overt.  Examples (23) through (25) illustrate that in the 

presence of both ‘ti’ (‘the’) and ‘nga’ (COMP), the lexical material they signal by their 

presence must be present or it is ungrammatical as with English and other languages.   

 (23)  *kitae=m      ti      (manok) 
            look=2.SG DET (chicken) 
           “Look you at the (chicken).” 
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 (24)  *kitae=m      ti      (manok)   nga    nalutmeg 
            look=2.SG DET (chicken) COMP fat 
           “Look you at the (chicken) which is fat.” 

 (25)  *kitae=m      ti      manok  nga     (nalutmeg) 
            look=2.SG DET chicken COMP (fat) 
          “Look you at the chicken which (is fat).” 

 Conversely, if the head of the XP is elided (26), then everything subsumed under 

the head must be elided.   

 (26)  a.  *kitae=m     [(ti)      manok   nga     nalutmeg] 
     look=2.SG [(DET) chicken COMP fat] 
    “Look you at (the) chicken which is fat” 

          b.  kitae=m      [(ti      manok  nga     nalutmeg)] 
    look=2.SG [(DET chicken COMP fat)] 
    “Look you at the chicken (which) is fat” 

          c.  *kitae=m      [ti      manok  (nga)      nalutmeg] 
      look=2.SG [DET chicken (COMP) fat] 
     “Look you at the chicken (which) is fat” 

          d.  kitae=m      [ti      manok  (nga      nalutmeg)] 
    look=2.SG [DET chicken (COMP fat)] 
    “Look you (at the chicken which is fat)” 

This applies to DET
0, DEM

0 and COMP
0 and heads generally. 

 Elision of lower, modifying lexical elements within DPs can be grammatical, as 

long as those elements are elided along with their functional heads (e.g. embedded CP 

headed by ‘nga’).  In fact, ellipsis is preferred where possible, to reduce processing 

complexity.  Example (27) is completely grammatical15, while the unelided equivalent is 

dispreferred.   

 

                                                 
15 Context can be provided from an earlier antecedent or from real world knowledge of the situation. 
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 (27)  ti     dakkel nga     puraw (nga     manok) 
         DET big      COMP white   (COMP chicken) 
           “the big, white (chicken) ‘one’” 

 Ellipsis of relative clauses is not always licensed in a second clause.  It can also 

occur in the antecedent clause as in (28), licensed by the second copy in the embedded 

clause shown in bold. 

 (28)  kayat=ko   ti       puraw (nga    coche) ngem  
          like=1.SG  DET white   (COMP car)     but   
 
          haan=ko    nga    kayat ti       asul nga     coche 
             NEG=1.SG COMP like   DET  blue COMP car 
          “I like the white one but I don’t like the blue car.” 

 An exception to ellipsis in such cases involves quantification.  Quantifiers do not 

license ellipsis in Ilocano.  As such, speakers who treat cardinal numbers as quantifiers 

do not allow numbers to license ellipsis (29) while those who treat them as nominals do.  

Both groups of speakers, however, find (30) ungrammatical as adu, 'many' is always 

unquestionably a functional head, NUM
0. 

 (29)  %kitae=m      ti      lima (nga    libro) 
  look=2.SG DET five  (COMP book) 
  “You look at the five (books).” 

 (30)  *kitae=m      ti      adu    (nga     libro) 
            look=2.SG DET many (COMP book) 
           “You look at the many (books)” 

Thus, the behavior of cardinal numbers follows the same pattern discussed above: 

functional elements cannot occur without their lexical complement. For speakers who 

treat cardinal numerals as lexical elements, numbers can occur alone; for speakers who 

treat them as quantifiers, numbers behave like other functional elements, such as adu, 

('many'), and determiners, in disallowing the ellipsis of their lexical complement. 
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2.2.2. Evidence for Proposed DP Structure 

 One main concern in discussions about the licensing of DP ellipsis cross-

linguistically has to do with the notion of agreement (φ features of person, gender and 

number).  I discuss Ilocano agreement before motivating the syntactic structure in which 

such agreement must play its role.  The number of φ features present in a particular 

language’s DP system is one relevant factor; the total nuber of contrasts in a system has 

been argued to determine how many such features are necessary for identification of the 

elided elements.  Lobeck (1995) calls this the ELLIPSIS IDENTIFICATION PARAMETER 

(EIP), supporting her proposal with examples of German, English and French, each with 

different number of features licensing ellipsis.  

 The way DP feature agreement works under Lobeck’s Ellipsis Identification 

Parameter is this: English has fewer agreement requirements than German or French, 

which means that English requires fewer features to constitute agreement than French; 

while French has fewer than German, etcetera.  This agreement is broken up for each 

type of nominal element, so that in English, D0s have PLURAL and POSSESSION agreement, 

while quantifiers and numerals have Plural and PARTITIVE agreement.  In French, D0s 

have Gender and Plural, quantifiers and numerals have Gender, Plural and Partitive.  In 

German, D0s have Case, Plural, Gender and Possession, quantifiers and numerals have 

those plus the addition of Partitive.   
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 How this feature agreement works for ellipsis is that an element bearing some 

overtly expressed feature licenses some covert element that checks this agreement as in 

(31). 

 (31)  The  five (boys). 
          DET +PL  (+PL) 

Thus Lobeck claims that while English requires only one feature for agreement, 

languages like German and French require two, and in some cases, German actually 

requires three.  Ilocano, on the other hand, has no agreement features in D0 at all (or at 

least, no agreement for Case or Gender, and no obligatory agreement for Plural) and 

while quantifiers express plurality and partitiveness, they do not need to agree with those 

features on the noun, which makes it a good foil against which to examine Lobeck’s 

claim. 

 Lobeck assumes a theory based on Abney (1987) that NPs are constituents 

contained within some functional projection.  Her account, which I adopt, is that noun 

phrases are dominated by two functional heads: DET (or D0) which is the head of the 

DP16; and NUM
0 which is the head of the NUMP17 as shown in (32).  Lobeck assumes 

Ritter’s (1991) claim that all DPs contain NUMP, but not all NUMPS are dominated by 

DP, and this fits neatly in with Ilocano.  Thus, (32) is the final DP structure I rely upon 

                                                 
16 I assume that this is where ‘ti ’ (‘the’) and pure demonstratives appear. 
17 For Ilocano, I assume that all speakers allow cardinal numbers to occur in NUM

0, while some speakers, 
optionally allow numbers to occur as lexical elements in N0.  In other words, for speakers who allow 
cardinal numbers to appear in both positions (NUM

0 and N0), numbers are ambiguous as to their syntactic 
category between lexical and functional, not always lexical. 
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herein and upon which my analysis is based18.  I have included potential features 

although they are not necessarily present in every DP.   

 (32)  

 

This base structure is expanded to show CP modification of the NP in (33) and 

possession of the NP by an embedded PP in (34). 

 Agreement, when such features are present, must exist across the coindexed 

elements within a particular DP for those features.  As between the D0 and N0, the NUM
0 

in Ilocano may optionally agree with the D0 (or any modifying relative clause)19.  In 

Ilocano, a construction such as the earlier (31) is ungrammatical, even if [+PLURAL] 

appears on all constituents within the DP.  Within Lobeck’s framework, the absence of 

                                                 
18 Remember that if NUM

0 is filled, the N0 must be empty; and the structure is derived as seen in (33) 
instead. 
19 It may not, however, disagree in the sense that if a plural is used in the D0, the NUM

0 may not contain the 
equivalent of ‘one’ forcing a singular reading of all elements.  This is the equivalent of not having a ‘white, 
black dog.’ 
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obligatory agreement of any sort predicts that ellipsis of this sort is not licensed.  Ilocano 

does not refute this prediction.   

 The problem is that in Ilocano, if the NUM
0 is filled as in the English (31), the N0 

itself must be empty (33).  This null N0 may furthermore only appear in DPs when the N0 

is followed by a relative clause (CP) modifier.  In such Ilocano constructions, an empty 

N0 followed by a modifying CP is not only licit, but obligatory. This restriction prevents 

making any claims about Lobeck’s theory based on Ilocano. 

 (33)  BASE MODIFIED BY CP 

 

 In the case of modification by a relative clause (above) or modification by a 

possessive prepositional phrase such as in (34), agreement of the sort under discussion 

does not hold between the base DP and such modifiers. 
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 (34)  BASE MODIFIED BY POSSESSIVE PP 

 

 To summarize the key point about agreement in Ilocano: NUM
0, D0 and N0 are the 

loci for some kind of number feature (generically [+NUM]).  In English, this feature is 

checked at PF across all syntactic slots which can or must host number features (35); and 

if there is any conflict the derivation crashes.  In Ilocano, however, overt marking of 

plurality on any of the [NUM] associated syntactic heads in (35) is not only optional, it is 

exceptional.      

 (35)   
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This means that if there is any conflict in an Ilocano DP with regard to plurality, the 

derivation does not crash.  The presence of +PL on any syntactic node within the DP is 

interpreted as +PL for the entire DP. 

 Returning to the issue of ellipsis, quantifiers and numbers in Ilocano, as in 

English, are specified for plurality or partitiveness, and yet, in Ilocano examples (36) and 

(37), they cannot license empty NPs, unlike in English. 

 (36)  a.  *kitae=m      ti     lima (nga     libro) 
     look=2.SG DET five  (COMP book) 
    “You look at the five (books).” 

          b. 
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 (37)  a.  *kitae=m      ti      adu    (nga    libro) 
     look=2.SG DET many  (COMP book) 
    “You look at the many (books).” 

          b. 

 

 The problem seems to be that while overt lexical elements which occupy the NP 

position can license an empty (elided) complement, if the NUM
0 position is occupied, the 

N head itself must be empty, and its CP modifier must be overt in Ilocano.  Again, this 

does not follow from anything in Lobeck’s agreement licensing account of ellipsis.  

When the N0 is filled, the DP is independently grammatical while when it is empty, the 

DP is not a complete structure. 
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 This leads us into the current proposal, which requires the strict licensing of any 

morpheme with a [+LEX] feature by some element which hosts a [+FUN] feature.  

Crucially, a [+LEX] feature blocks licensing of an adjacent [+LEX] morpheme.  This 

returns us to the notion that in Ilocano, a functional head may not appear without its 

complement.  This fact suggests that functional heads possess at least one uninterpretable 

feature checked by a licit overt lexical complement.  Thus ‘ti’ or ‘adu’ as functional 

heads (D0 and NUM
0 respectively) cannot license ellipsis, while lexical elements can (e.g. 

‘manok’ (‘chicken’), ‘puraw’ (‘white’)).   

 Unlike in English, where the quantifier in NUM
0 is immediately adjacent to and 

agrees with the NP which it modifies, in Ilocano, a filled NUM
0 forces an obligatorily CP 

to appear as sister to an empty noun as diagrammed in (38).  This is not a case of ellipsis, 

because with a filled NUM
0, the N0 in this structure is never licitly filled and whatever 

material would have been found in the N0 in a language such as English must be 

expressed as a relative clause represented by the CP.   

 (38)     
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The alternative to the above structure is that there is no intermediate NP between the 

NUMP and the CP.  That would require that the CP be a direct complement to the NUM
0 

head, depicted in (39), but this would violate the functional selection hierarchy assumed 

herein.   

 (39)    

 

This is also not particularly consistent with the standard assumptions concerning relative 

CP modifiers, according to which modifier CPs (relative clauses of the sort in (38) above) 

must be adjoined to filled NP positions20. Consequently, I do not adopt it.   

 

2.2.3. The CP as NP Modifier 

 At this point, a discussion of relative clauses and ‘nga’ seems relevant.  As we 

have seen above modification of Ilocano nominals is accomplished strictly via relative 

clauses and not ADJP adjunction. I propose that this results from two sets of features 

associated with D.  One is a lexical licensing set of features which are checked against 

the NUM
0 or N0, whichever is filled first.  The second set are categorical features which 

                                                 
20 While it might be assumed that these relative clauses are simply optional modifiers (and they would be in 
stand alone sentences), contrastive constructions where the elided relative clause is relevant were used in 
testing for grammaticality.  The shortened examples represent the conjoined subordinate or comparative 
clauses as presenting the full constructions in every instance is both prohibitive in terms of space and ease 
of following. 
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are checked either by the filled N0 or when the N0 is null, by a relative clause embedded 

and filled N0.   

 The first set of features restricts ADJP type modification via a strict licensing 

restriction on [+LEX] elements.  Every [+LEX] element must be licensed by a [+FUN]. 

NUM
0 is lexical, and so cannot license an overt lexical N0 complement.  This licensing 

restriction results in a null N complement when the NUM
0 is overt.  However, the 

categorical features of D cannot be satisfied by the absence of an overt N0, so the addition 

of a filled N0 via relative clause modification must occur 

 Given the lack of φ agreement in Ilocano, it would make sense that the closest 

lexical element must be the one which checks the features of the higher functional 

element, terminating as it were the immediate projection.  Agreement of some kind 

would be necessary to ‘see’ past a filled NUM
0 element to license any lower lexical 

element, and there is no evidence that strong agreement exists within DPs.  The notion of 

an inherent agreement feature in NPs to license relative clauses is not necessary because 

relative clauses are optional except with a filled NUM
0 and thus an empty NP.  Just as 

(40) is bad in English as a single DP as a non-compound string of nominals, the same 

principle holds for Ilocano. The DET
0 selects for a single nominal, not multiple nominals.  

Given the lack of distinction between nouns and adjectives in Ilocano, discussed in 

section 2.1 above, non-CP modification would look just as incomprehensible to an 

Ilocano speaker and be ungrammatical.   

 (40)  *[DP the boy stupidity dog ugliness child] 
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 For this reason I conclude that the attributes (±PRED, ±NOM) which are said to 

differentiate adjectives from nouns in languages like English21 are not operative in 

Ilocano.  I propose that modification of a DP through adjunction of ADJP or other lexical 

adjunction is blocked by the [+LEX] licensing requirement.  There is no [+FUN] set of 

features associated with ADJPs to license a subsequent lexical NUM
0 or N0.  Instead, the 

relative clause construction is the only means for such modification, where the relativizer 

licenses the lexical element following it.  This is why you get phrases which would be 

labeled as ADJP in the classification in Rubino (1997, 2000) or NP appearing in sequence 

in the following manner: ADJP nga ADJP, ADJP nga NP, NP nga NP, and so forth22.  

 I extend the mechanism which checks the feature in D0 to any lexical element 

which appears in the NUM
0 as a higher element than N, leaving a filled N0 extraneous to 

the phrase.  Basically, feature checking is so impoverished in Ilocano that the D0 must 

check agreement with the nearest lower lexical element, requiring any additional lexical 

items to be adjoined through relative clause modification.  This impoverishment of 

agreement means that a null COMP blocks agreement checking of the D0 by a null N (41).  

Lexical licensing is checked by ‘adu’ in the NUM
0 as it is a lexical element23; but 

categorical D features are not.  Notice how the scope of the search stops at the empty C0 

and the derivation crashes. 

 (41)  [DP [D
0 DET[NUMP [NUM

0 ‘adu’ [ NP [N
0 Ø [CP [COMP

0 Ø [… 

                                                 
21C.f. Chomsky (1970), Enfield (2004) and Gil (2005) among others. 
22 In contrast to the nominalizing of lexical elements just discussed, syntactic predication also follows from 
structural location rather than intrinsic properties of something called a verb or adjective, as discussed in 
Chapter 3 on verb-related ellipsis. 
23 The NUM

0 quantifier ‘adu’ (‘many’) may appear as a predicate and be raised T° as with other equatives 
discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.12. 
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When there is an overt N0 in an embedded overt CP, the search continues and the 

categorical D features are satisfied in (42). 

 (42)  [DP [D
0 DET[NUMP [NUM

0 ‘adu’ [ NP [N
0 Ø [CP [COMP

0 ‘nga’ [ NP… N
0 ‘manok’… 

 
 Making this claim about the structure required for modification of a noun serves 

two purposes.  One it explains why DP modification can only occur with an overt COMP 

as evidenced in Ilocano and two it unifies all the various complements to NPs as relative 

clauses as defined by the features of the CP head (as discussed in Section 2.1, examples 

(9) through (14)).   

 

2.3. Possession-related Ellipsis 

 Another common DP construction in Ilocano (43) consists of two adjacent DPs 

which indicate ‘possession.’ 24  The second DP, ‘ti babai’ (‘the girl’), is interpreted as 

having possession of the first DP, ‘ti manok’ (‘the chicken’).  As I stated at the beginning 

of this chapter, I assume that the second DP (i.e. the possessor) is actually a PP headed by 

a null P with [+POSS] features25. 

                                                 
24 DP+PP possession also applies to ‘creation’ types of ownerships such as (i).  Speakers consulted did not 
understand, for example, any syntactic difference between ‘standard ownership of a book’ and ‘having 
created a book’. 
 (i)  ti      libro   ni     J. K. Rowling 
      DET book   DET J. K. Rowling 
      “J.K. Rowling’s book (e.g. ‘The Half-Blood Prince’)” 
25 Because of the [+FUN][+L EX] licensing restriction discussed earlier in Section 2.2.2 which prevents a 
COMP

0 having scope over a DET
0 in Ilocano, a related English construction such as (i) ‘the girl that was the 

killer’ cannot be created within a relative clause in Ilocano. The only way to express this is to introduce the 
referent as one member of a copular construction involving contrastive FOCP-raising (ii ), and then 
subsequently refer back to the now modified referent as a simple DP (‘ti babai’ ‘the girl’) or pronominal 
(‘ isuna’ 3.SG).  
 (i)  *ti    babai nga    ti     mammapatay 
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 (43)  ti      manok   [PPØ[+POSS][DPti      babai]] 
          DET chicken [PPØ[+POSS][  DPDET girl]] 
          “the chicken of the girl” 

 Note that ‘nga’ does not appear in this type of construction (44).  If it did the 

meaning would no longer be one of possession.   

 (44)  ti      manok   nga    babai 
          DET chicken COMP girl 
          “the chicken which is a female” 

 Contrast the English example with Ilocano.  Note that the elided element ‘ice’ is 

an NP in the English (46) while it appears to be a DP in the Ilocano (45)26.  I illustrate the 

distinction by talking about the English examples first. 

(45)  ti      ielo ni    Len marunaw ngem (ti     ielo) ni     Ron haan nga    marunaw 
         DET ice  DET Len melted    but     (DET ice)  DET Ron NEG  COMP melted 
        “Len’s ice melted but Ron’s (ice) didn’t melt.”  

(46)  a. “Len’s ice melted but Ron’s (ice) didn’t melt.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
        DET girl    COMP DET killer 
        “the girl who is the killer” 
 
 (ii )  [FOCPti    babai]   ti     mammapatay 
        [FOCPDET girl ]  DET  killer 
        “It is the girl who is the killer” 
26 The trees presented in (46) through (48) are simplified to show the general relationship between the 
contents of the DP involved. 
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         b. 

  

 
 In languages such as English, full DPs are not allowed in the possessed position 

as the ungrammatical (47) illustrates.   

(47)  a.  *“It wasn’t Len’s ice that melted but Ron’s the ice melted.” 
 
         b. 
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 In (48a), however, Ilocano requires a possessor DP and possessed DP rather than 

a possessor DP and possessed NP.  The second DP ‘ti lalaki’ (‘D ET boy’) is the possessor 

of the (in this case, elided) DP ‘ti ielo’ (‘the ice’).  There is no possessive determiner 

form.  I assume that such a construction is actually a PP headed by a null preposition with 

[+POSS] features (48b), analogous to English the ice of Len's, rather than Len's ice.  The 

PP is focused and raises out of the site of ellipsis indicated by the solid line.   

(48)  a.  haan nga    marunaw ti     ielo ni     Len  
  NEG  COMP melted      DET ice  DET Len         
 
  ngem ti      lalaki1  marunaw  (ti      ielo t1) 
  but    DET  boy       melted      (DET ice   t1)   
  “The ice of Len's didn't melt but but the boy’s melted.”  

                     b.   
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 Multiple possessor constructions in Ilocano are problematic in the same way 

multiple modifiers were in Section 2.1, in that speakers don’t like them.  They are 

however grammatical.  In English this would correspond to something like example (49).   

 (49)  “the wand of the mother of Harry” 

Although this type of embedding is possible in Ilocano, multiple possessor constructions 

of this sort in Ilocano are extremely rare.   

 An example of licit double possession, which is structurally DP1+PP1 wherein the 

PP1 itself contains a DP2+PP2 of possession is shown in (50).  On the surface it appears to 

be DP1+DP2+DP3. 

 (50)  [DPti      manok ]1 [PP Ø[DP[ti      kabsat3  [PP Ø [DPni     Cardo]4]2 
          [DPDET chicken]1 [PP Ø[DP[DET sibling3 [PP Ø [DPDET Cardo]4]2 
         “the chicken of the brother of Cardo” 

It should be noted, that this is considered grammatical only if PP2 contains a specific, 

“unique” referent (i.e. ‘ni Cardo’).  If the PP2 contains a generic referent like ‘ti babai’ 

(“the girl”), speakers considered it ungrammatical.   

 In addition to a PP consisting of a full DP possessing another, Ilocano allows 

possessive constructions utilizing an ergative possessive pronominal enclitic which is 

attached to the DP.  The surface position of pronominals is shown in both the possessive 

(51) and the non-possessive (52).  I assume the same treatment for possessive 

pronominals as for DP possessives (51b)27.  

 (51)  a. ti       manok=ko 
              DET chicken=1.SG.ERG 
         “the chicken of mine” 

                                                 
27 Pro is obligatory because the agreement morphology cannot exist without it. 
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          b.  

 

 (52)  a. ?ti      manok=ak 
          DET chicken=1.SG.ABS 
          “I am a chicken.” 

          b. 
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The surface position of the pronominal as possessor is identical to that of a DP as 

possessor as seen in the contrastive sets (53) and (54).  The brackets indicate the 

constituent possessum DPs.   These examples are DPs, not copular sentences28.   

 (53)  a.  [ti      manok]=mo      nga    nalutmeg 
           DET chicken=2.SG  COMP fat 
           “the chicken of yours which is fat” 

          b.  [ti      manok   nga    nalutmeg]=mo 
                DET chicken COMP fat=2.SG   
          “the chicken which is a fat one of yours” 

          c. *[ti      adu=mo        nga     manok] 
            DET many=2.SG  COMP chicken 
           “the many of yours which are chickens” 

                     d.  [ti      adu    nga    manok]=mo         
           DET many COMP chicken=2.SG   
           “the many which are chickens of yours” 

 (54)  a.  [ti      manok]  ti      lalaki  nga    nalutmeg 
                DET chicken DET boy     COMP fat 
          “the chicken of the boy who is fat29” 
 
          b.  [ti      manok   nga     nalutmeg] ti      lalaki   
           DET chicken  COMP fat                 DET boy     
              “the chicken which is fat of the boy” 

           c.  *[ti      adu   ti      lalaki   nga    manok] 
              DET many DET boy     COMP chicken 
            “the many of the boy which are chickens”30 

            d.  [ti      adu    nga    manok]  ti      lalaki        
             DET many COMP chicken DET boy 
            “the many which are chickens of the boy” 

                                                 
28 (53c) is ungrammatical because a possessor PP cannot be adjoined to a defective DP.  Quantification 
forces the subsequent CP to be adjacent for satisfaction of feature checking.  In other words, the PP is 
interrupting the D's search for a categorial feature within CP and thus ungrammatical. 
29 Speakers could find two meanings in the sentence: the translation provided, which was the most common 
without thinking about it; and the translation for (53b).  The preferred construction for that meaning was 
the form in (53b). 
30 This is ungrammatical with a possessive reading which is the only structure I am discussing here.  
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 Contrastively, independent ordinary pronouns which only appear in Absolutive 

case (Rubino 1997) cannot serve as possessors as in (55).  Notice that structurally (55) 

must be treated as a FOCUS-raised copular construction instead of possession just as (52) 

was.   

 (55)  a. ?ti      manok  siak 
          DET chicken I  
         “?It is the chicken which is me.” 

          b. 

 

 In addition to the possessed DP being elided, the possessor PP can also be elided 

as long as the semantic information is recoverable as in (56). 
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 (56)  nangan=ko [ti      kabsat [ti      babai nga      manok]],      
          ate=1.SG    [DET sibling [DET girl     COMP chicken]],  
 
          haan [ti      nanang ([ti      babai nga     manok]]) 
          NEG  [DET mother  ([DET girl    COMP chicken]]) 
        “I ate the sibling of the female chicken, not the mother (of the female 
         chicken).” 

 Another potential site for ellipsis includes from within instances of multiple 

sequential possessions.  As long as the same semantic interpretability is available, the 

same restrictions or lack thereof apply.  In (57), in response to a question such as “is that 

the chicken of Cardo’s sibling?”, either or both of the parenthetical DPs can be elided 

grammatically.  But because semantic/pragmatic interpretability is not recoverable in (58) 

with regard to the elided material, it is only interpretable with regard to the overt 

material. 

 (57)  haan  [ti      nanang (ni     Cardo)]1 [(ti      manok)  t1]     
          not    [DET  mother (DET Cardo)]1  [(DET chicken) t1] 
          “no, (Cardo’s) mother’s (chicken)” 

 (58)  haan, ti     pato  (ti     nanang) ni     Oyang 
          NEG  DET duck (DET mother) DET Oyang  
         “no, Oyang’s #(mother’s) duck” 

 The trees in (59b) (with all nodes fully expressed) and (60b) contrast the proposed 

position of the [+POSS] PP. 

 (59)  a. ti      puraw=ko   nga    manok 
             DET many=1.SG COMP chicken 
        “(the) my white one which is a chicken” 
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          b. 

 

 (60)  a. ti      puraw  nga     manok=ko 
              DET white   COMP chicken=1.SG 
        “(the) my white one which is a chicken” 

          b.  

 

 Predictably, pronominal possession shows restrictions on licit placement in 

constructions with quantification.  In (61), a possessor pronominal cannot attach to a 

quantifier, which according to the theory outlined above would result in an unchecked D.  

Quantification leaves the N0 empty and forces the checking of category D features 
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against the nominal in the relative cause marked by ‘nga’ (COMP).  The preposition 

cannot possess the null defective NP within such an unchecked DP. 

 (61)  a.  *ti      adu=ko       nga     manok 
           DET many=1.SG COMP chicken 
         “the my many chickens” 

          b.   

  

 

 

2.4. Summary of Chapter 2 

 As seen in the previous section, Ilocano does allow DP ellipsis in contexts parallel 

to those which license English NP ellipsis, dependent primarily upon syntactic 

hierarchical restrictions and feature strength. The DP structure that I propose for these 

restrictions is consistent with Lobeck’s notion of feature agreement licensing empty NPs.  

There are no lexical modifiers or lexical possessors allowed intermediate to the highest 

D0 (DMAX) and the NP.  Such elements are instead introduced by relative clauses headed 

by a C0 with the relevant features or a null P0 with [+POSS] features. 
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 Also like English, á la Lobeck’s Ellipsis Identification Parameter (see p.63 of this 

section), Ilocano has an impoverished feature agreement system compared to other 

languages.  Lexical elements lack overt case of any kind (e.g. [+NOM], [+ACC], [+POSS], 

[+ERG]) as well as lacking gender; and the one feature which can appear, ‘number’ [±PL] 

is optional.  Thus Ilocano requires fewer features to be checked to qualify as agreement 

compared to other languages.  It is this agreement which licenses ellipsis.  In fact, Ilocano 

has even fewer overt agreement features available than English and English only requires 

that one feature be checked for licit ellipsis.  Yet following Lobeck (1995), an absence of 

any agreement fails to license ellipsis, so I do not claim that Ilocano has no agreement.   

 Because agreement between functional elements and NPs is so impoverished in 

Ilocano, uninterpretable features can be satisfied only by a local agreement relationship 

between the functional head and their nearest lexical element31.  This is why we do not 

see more than one lexical element in any given simple DP (modification is done through 

additional functional heads).  This also accounts for the need for relative clauses to add 

modifiers to NPs, rather than having them adjoin directly to NP.  Any interceding lexical 

adjunct would erroneously satisfy the agreement relationship required by D, rendering the 

NP superfluous to the structure and ungrammatical because of the lack of a licensing 

functional head.  This also accounts for why prepositional phrases with null possessive P0 

heads are used to create possessive readings allowing lexical items to possess other 

lexical items as in English possessive ‘of’ clauses (e.g. ‘the man of the hour’).  All NPs 

must be licensed by some functional element.  

                                                 
31 A strict licensing of [+LEX] features by [+FUN] features accounts for restrictions on modification via CP. 
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 Because quantifiers appear as functional heads within the DP (NUM
0) and yet 

satisfy the local agree relationship with the higher D0 as lexical items, the N head must be 

left empty; and a modifying relative clause (CP) is now obligatory to satisfy D’s 

categorical feature (i.e. the obligatory [+FUN] licensing of [+LEX] elements).  An 

additional functional head (C0) is required to license the necessary lexical content which 

satisfies this categorical feature.  This is different from English which has direct NP 

complements to quantifiers, because agreement can see past the higher lexical item that 

lacks the relevant features to check D0 (adjectives, quantifiers) to the highest agreeing 

lexical element (the NP with number features that can check both D0 and NUM
0). 

 A minor point included in this chapter is that there are two classes of Ilocano 

speakers: those that feature-shift cardinal numbers out of NUM
0 as quantifiers into N as 

adjective-like nominals and those that maintain them internally as quantifiers.  This latter 

point accounts for why some speakers allow cardinal numbers to license ellipsis of 

complements while others do not, in line with the general account of quantification 

described here.    
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CHAPTER 3 – VERB-RELATED ELLIPSIS 

 
 In this chapter, I show that all verb-related types of ellipsis in Ilocano are 

instances of TP ellipsis.  I examine Bare Argument Ellipsis/Stripping (1a), Gapping (1b), 

Sluicing (1c) and finally Psuedogapping (1d).   

 (1)  a.  nangan ti      ubing ti     saba     ngem haan ti    manga1  
            ate         DET child  DET banana but     not   DET mango1  

  (nangan ti      ubing t1) 
  (ate        DET child   t1) 
  “The child ate the banana but not (the child ate) the mango.” 

         b.  nangan ti      ubing ti     saba,   ngem haan ti      lilang2            ti     
              ate        DET child  DET banana but    not    DET grandmother2 DET  

   manga1 (nangan t2  t1) 
   mango1 (ate        t2   t1) 
  “The child ate the banana but not the grandmother (ate) the mango.” 

         c.  nangan ti      ubing ti     saba      ngem di=ka        ammo no kaano1  
              ate        DET child  DET banana  but     NEG=2.SG know  if  when1  

   ([ti      nangan ti      ubing ti     saba      ] t1) 
   ([DET ate         DET child  DET banana  ] t1) 
  “The child ate the banana but you don’t know when (the child ate the  
    banana).” 

         d.  nangan ti      ubing ti     saba    ken  in=tayo2  ti     manga1  
              ate        DET child  DET banana and go=1.PL2 DET mango1  

   (t2 mangan t1) 
   (t2 eat         t1) 
  “The child ate the banana and we go (do)(eat) the mango.” 
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 As with nominal ellipsis of possessor arguments, the raising of various arguments 

out of the site of ellipsis to a Focus position accounts for the different remnants present in 

each of type of verbal ellipsis.  That is, a key point will be that what distinguishes each of 

these types of verbal ellipsis is not the target of ellipsis, but which element has been 

raised out of the TP prior to ellipsis.  I discuss Psuedogapping last because it poses some 

special problems, raising an auxiliary into the Focus projection, along the lines of verb-

raising to Focus found in other languages62. 

 

3.1. More on Focus 

 The structure in (2) illustrates that for Ilocano, the target for verb-related ellipsis 

cannot be the VP.  Recall from Chapter 1.3. that the Ilocano verb minimally moves to 

ASP
0 to host relevant morphology and when there is no higher verbal element, it then 

raises to T0 to check the T head’s covert features and host any pronominal morphology63. 

The deletion of the finite verb in (2a) thus demonstrates that T is included in the ellipsis 

site. All the overt elements of the lower clause move to a Focus position left of the verb.   

 (2)  a.  agbasa ni    Irene ti      libro, ken ni     Eko met (agbasa ti      libro)  
            read     DET Irene DET book, and DET Eko also (read    DET book)  
            “Irene read the book and Eko did too.” 

 

 

 

                                                 
62 Examples are found in Kabiye (Collins and Essizewa 2007), in Walpiri (Legate 2001) and in Hungarian 
(Brody 1990, 1995), É. Kiss (1998, 2006). 
63 Any head which bears [+FOC] features but lacks features associated with T0 would not be expected to 
select T0 as a possible landing site under locality. 
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        b. 

  

 

I illustrate in this chapter that with regard to Ilocano, FOCUS is obligatory in all ellipsis 

and that licit FOCUS raising is what licenses ellipsis64.   

 Some relevant properties of Focus that should be noted prior to any other 

discussion are as follows: Focus features move contrastive elements to a pre-verbal 

position even in non-elided constructions.  This movement is either head-movement of a 

predicate-related head to a FOC
0 with an unfilled specifier as in (3a) or phrasal movement 

                                                 
64 I do not assume that all languages behave the same or that my arguments for TP ellipsis here hold 
universally for languages with different licensing on FOCUS-raising and other language-specific syntactic 
properties.  I do however assume that failure to license TP ellipsis of the Ilocano sort has to do with such 
feature-checking differences. 
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to the specifier of a filled FOC
0 which licenses an argument in SPECFOCP as (3b) 

illustrates.  The Focus elements are in bold. 

 (3)  a.  haan nga    inagkan ti     lalaki ti     babai 
            not    COMP kissed    DET boy   DET girl 
            “It is not that the boy kissed the girl.” 

        b.  ti      lalaki met inagkan ti      babai    
             DET boy     also kissed   DET girl 
            “It was a boy also who kissed the girl.” 

Furthermore, even two or more arguments can be Focus raised when appropriate as in 

(4). 

 (4)  ti      lalaki ti     babai inagkan 
        DET boy    DET girl     kissed 
       “It was the boy who did the girl kiss.” 

 The primary restriction on the licensing of an XP in SPECFOCP that the XP 

satisfies [+FOC] feature-checking.  I suggest that the X0 which appears in Foc0 must also 

host a specific contrast/identificational [+FOC] feature to satisfy syntactic parallelism65.  I 

will capture this contrast in terms of a MIRROR FEATURE associated with the Focus 

projection.  Basically, the Mirror Feature is the feature associated with the Focus 

projection that licenses ellipsis.  This distinguishes it from the general set of Focus 

features that license movement to the Focus projection but do not result in ellipsis. 

 Because FOCUS is predicated on some contrastive/identificational element or 

feature being raised out of the site of ellipsis, the fact that you do not find the verb raising 

                                                 
65 Horvath (1981, 1986, 1995) originally presented the idea of a feature set associated with [+FOCUS]. 
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to FOCP in Ilocano to license TPE in an example like (5b) suggests that overt matrix 

verbs cannot host the Mirror Feature66.   

 (5)  A: Inagkan ni Kevin ni Gil? 
 
        B: *inagkan (ni      Kevin ni    Gil) 
    kissed    (DET Kevin DET Gil) 
             “Kissed (Kevin Gil).” 

 In contrast, this Mirror Feature can be associated with negation and any other 

predicate-related Focus element.  It accounts for Ilocano examples such as (2) where a 

Focus adverbial particle also licenses TPE.  ‘Met’ (‘too’) is not a predicate, but it does 

hold scope over the predicate and as such can host Mirror Features that licenses ellipsis.   

I assume Focus particles like ‘met’ and ‘pay’ (‘too’) are base-generated in the FOCP to 

check its Mirror Features, while negation must raise to check these features. 

 Having presented my basic claims and the behavior of Focus in non-elided 

constructions, I show next how Focus interacts with specific properties of the predicate 

before looking at the various types of TPE.  Section 3.1.1 elaborates on the properties of 

negation established in Chapter 1; and Section 3.1.2 elaborates on copular constructions.  

After this general discussion, I present Bare Argument Ellipsis/Stripping in Section 3.2.  

In BAE, only a single argument raises to a Focus position.  Then I apply the same 

analysis to Gapping in Section 3.3 where it is two arguments that raise out of the target of 

ellipsis.  Sluicing, which is commonly accepted as TPE is treated in Section 3.4 and 

                                                 
66 I do not address the English ability to make this structure grammatical where the emphatic prosody of the 
question licenses the verb to license ellipsis as in (“John killed  Mary?” “Yes, killed !”) though it is clearly 
the result of contrast of expectation. 
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constructions involving auxiliary verbs which I claim can host Mirror Features and raise 

to FOC
0 are reserved for Section 3.5.   

 

3.1.1. Expanding Negation  

 There are three ways that negation can occur in Ilocano, of which only the first 

two are relevant to my research: (A) using ‘haan/saan67’ which are lexical predicate 

morphemes meaning ‘no’ or ‘not’; (B) using ‘di’ which is a functional morpheme 

meaning ‘not’ and which is NEG in the same vein that ‘nga’ is a functional morpheme 

COMP; and (C) using a lexical item with a negative connotation (e.g. ‘madi’ ‘bad’).   I do 

not provide constructions involving type (C) as they do not tell us anything interesting 

about ellipsis and formal syntactic hierarchy.   

 Negation as a higher node of the verbal projection surfaces above the verb as the 

non-elided (6) shows68.  While movement of negation is obligatory to the Focus 

projection, when taking scope over the TP as in (6), it must also obligatorily raise to the 

higher C0 node as well69.  Dashed lines indicate movement of the matrix verb while solid 

lines show movement of negation unless otherwise specified. 

 (6)  a.  haan nga    nagluto  ni    Rhoda  ti     pinakbet70 
             not    COMP cooked   DET Rhoda DET pinakbet   
                                                 
67 ‘Saan’ is the polite form, however because it is often mistaken for a homophonous Tagalog word with a 
different meaning, I consistently use only the informal ‘haan.’ 
68 For a treatment of English and similar languages see Pollock (1989), Zanutti (1990), Laka (1990), 
Chomsky (1991, 1992), and Lobeck (1995), contra suggestions by earlier work that it is a specifier (Rizzi 
1990, Baker 1991, Ernest 1991 and Baltin 1993) 
69 I leave the issue of reordering haan and nga within the complex C0 aside, though I acknowledge that it is 
slightly problematic; I assume left-adjunction of the lower head-moved item. This assumption is the 
simplest way of dealing with the data involving negation and complementizers. 
70 A popular Ilocano vegetable kind of stew involving a fish paste (bagoong), karabasa (a type of melon), 
native bitter melon (paria), Asian eggplant, tomato, ginger, okra and string beans (though like most stews, 
regional and family varieties exist). 
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  “It was not that it was Rhoda cooked the pinakbet.” 

         b. 

 

 Compare (7) below with (6) above.  Example (6) is ordinary negation71 which 

raises to FOCP like English cleft constructions; while (7) is negation with FOCUS Raising 

of an additional element (i.e. the external argument).  

 (7)  a.  haan72 (nga)      [FP ni     Rhoda] [VP nagluto ti      pinakbet]   
            not       (COMP) [FP DET Rhoda] [VP cooked  DET pinakbet]  
            “It was not (that) Rhoda (who) was the one who cooked the pinakbet.” 

                                                 
71 The solid line shows NEG moving, while movement of the verb is shown by dashed lines.   
72 Some speakers said that this construction was fine without ‘nga’ COMP,  which would translate more to 
‘it was not Rhoda (e.g. who cooked)’ Other speakers said that ‘nga’ was obligatory. 
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         b. 

 

In (6) ‘haan’ must raise from FOC
0 to C0 while in (7) the overt presence of the C0 is 

optional73.   

 Because predicate NPs are only licit when raised to T0, they cannot co-occur with 

negation or an overt verb.  Any higher element of the verbal projection blocks the NPs 

movement to T0 resulting in ungrammaticality  This alone prohibits raising of an NP to 

Focus in (8).    

 

                                                 
73 In the English translation, if ‘that’ is omitted the ‘who’ is obligatory, while if ‘that’ is present ‘who’ 
cannot appear as shown, which shows the distinction between the two constructions in Ilocano. 
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 (8)  *haan nga      [FOCP lalaki] [TP nagluto ti      pinakbet]   
          not   COMP [FOCP boy]    [TP cooked DET  pinakbet]  
         “It is not that a boy did cook the pinakbet.” 

Instead, such an utterance must be made as a copular construction (9) with negation 

originating in a higher clause.  These constructions will be examined more fully in 

Section 3.1.2. 

 (9)  haan nga      [CP [TP[N
0 lalaki1] [DP ti     nagluto  PP[ti      pinakbet]] t1]  

        not   COMP [CP [TP[N
0 boy1    ] [DP DET cooked  PP[DET pinakbet]] t1] 

        “It is not that a boy was the cooker of the pinakbet.” 

 When negation hosts pronominal agreement, the agreement morphemes move 

with negation from T0 where they are base-generated to the position that negation resides 

in at spell-out as in (10).  This means they move to C0 via FOC
0 with ‘haan’ (‘not’). 

(10)  a.  haan=da          nga     [TP nangan]  
 not=3.PL .ERG  COMP [TP eat       ] 
“It is not they that ate.” 

         b.   
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Likewise, the pronominal must be hosted by ‘di’ (NEG
0) (11a) or it also results in 

ungrammaticality (11b).   

 (11)  a.  *di      nagluto=kami 
     NEG  cooked=3.PL.EXC 
    “*Not did we cook.” 

          b.  di=kami             nagluto 
    NEG=3.PL .EXC cooked  
    “We didn’t cook.” 

If agreement is hosted on a lower predicate, I conclude that any higher predicate 

originates in a higher clause.  Examples (12a) and (12b) illustrate this with embedded 

negation.  Note that the NP ‘nabayag’ is predicative. 

 (12)  a.  nabayag=en          nga     [di=da        [VP nangan]] 
  long.time=already COMP [NEG=3.PL [VP eat]] 
  “It is already a long time that they haven’t eaten.’   

          b.  nabayag=en          nga     [haan=da nga        [VP nangan]] 
   long.time=already COMP [Not=3.PL COMP    [VP eat]] 
   “It is already a long time that it is not they that ate.’   

 Despite that both ‘haan’ and ‘di’ originate in NEG
0 and host pronominals, there 

are syntactic differences between the two NEG elements ‘haan’ and ‘di’.  This can be 

seen in the comparison of a base-construction (13) with negation in (14) and (15).      

 (13)  kayat=ko  ti      lalaki   BASIC CONSTRUCTION 
          like=1.SG DET  boy 
         “I like the boy.” 

 (14)  a.  haan=ko  nga    kayat  ti     lalaki NEGATION+COMP 
   not=1.SG COMP like    DET boy 
   “It is not I that likes the boy.” 

          b. *di=ak          nga     kayat ti     lalaki   
     NEG=1.SG COMP like    DET boy 
    “I don’t like the boy.”  
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 (15)  a.  di=ak         kayat ti     lalaki  NEGATION (NO COMP) 
   NEG=1.SG like   DET boy 
   “I don’t like the boy.”  

                b. *haan=ko  kayat ti      lalaki 
    not=1.SG  like    DET boy 
   “It is not I that likes the boy.” 

 The complementizer ‘nga’ is not grammatical with ‘di’ (14b) while ‘nga’ is 

obligatory with ‘haan’ (14a) when ‘haan’ takes scope over a predicate (i.e. the TP).  

Otherwise ungrammaticality results as in (15b).  I claim that there are two reasons for 

this.  First, because ‘di’ is a purely [+FUN] head, it cannot select ‘nga’ another [+FUN] 

head.  ‘Haan’ is a predicate in the verbal extended project, with the features 

[+FUN][+L EX] which means it must be connected to material over which it holds scope 

by some [+FUN] element.  Furthermore, I suggest that unlike ‘haan’, ‘ di’ cannot raise to a 

C0 position to take scope over anything more than the pro element indicated by the 

agreement morphology.   

 On a final note about the distinction between ‘di’ and ‘haan’, the ‘di’ form of 

negation licenses only absolutive pronominals for all but 3.SG, for which the absolutive 

form is null.  Instead, for the 3.SG, it requires the overt ergative ‘na.’  In contrast, the 

NEG
0 ‘haan’ licenses the ergative markers in transitive constructions, none of which are 

null, and absolutive in intransitive constructions.  ‘Di’ selects these absolutive forms even 

where the verb is transitive74.     

                                                 
74 With regard to the general properties of the assignment of ergative or absolutive case is outside the scope 
of my interests in this dissertation, relying on Rubino’s statement that these are instances of historically 
frozen forms.  As such, I assume that  ‘di’ and agreement cannot co-occur with an overt DP subject as in (i) 
because ‘di’ necessarily shows agreement as a historical, lexically frozen accident, and as I have argued 
earlier in this work, agreement and overt DPs are in complementary distribution in Ilocano—that is, the ban 
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3.1.2. Non-verbal Predicates 

This section deals with constructions that have no overt verb (16).  I remind the 

reader that there is no overt copula in Ilocano and yet such copular constructions show 

evidence for a set of null features that in languages like English would manifest as ‘is’75.   

(16)  a. [NP ala-alia]  [DPti      lalaki] 
            [NP ghost    ]  [DPDET boy ] 
           “The boy is a ghost.”   

         b.  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
on ‘di’  and an overt subject is rather just an artifact of the mandatory agreement inflection borne by ‘di’ and 
the general observation that agreement inflection and overt DPs are generally incompatible in Ilocano. 
   (i)  *di      ti     lalaki    kayat  ti      ubing 
           NEG DET boy       like     DET child 
           “The boy didn’t like the child.” 
75 As with all other constructions, ordering of DP and NP elements may be switched with different 
interpretation as in (i) contrasted with (24).   
   (i)  nala-ad ti      al-alia75 
         ugly      DET ghost 
         “The ghost is an ugly one.” 
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Because I do not assume a ‘small clause’ approach, I begin by explaining my treatment of 

Ilocano copular constructions.   

 I assume in Ilocano that all copular constructions represent a kind of TP 

projection as seen in (16b) above76.  In non-Focus equatives (17) and standard copulas 

(18), an N0 merges with the [+PRED] features residing in v0 and moves to T0 via head-to-

head movement.  

 (17)  a.  NON-FOCUS EQUATIVE 

 

 
 
        b.  lalaki ti      manok 
             boy    DET chicken 
            “The chicken is (a) boy.” 

                                                 
76 Many theories, starting with Williams (1977) have argued that the types of constructions which have 
been classified as ‘small clauses’ are not canonical projections (i) (e.g. Radford (1988) defines small 
clauses as lacking both C and T heads, unlike any other predicative utterance types; cf. Chomsky (1986)).  
This is not desirable within a restrictive theory of structure such as I propose here, nor am I the first to 
object to such a treatment.  Rather than make any such assumptions of non-canonical structure I follow 
some of the basic arguments of Aart (1992) in claiming that it the presence of universal features in a TP 
projection which serve to assign predication through feature-checking and movement.   
 (i)  
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 (18)  a.  STANDARD COPULA 

 

 
b.  lalaki nga     manok 
     boy    COMP chicken 
    “It is a boy that is a chicken.” (or “It is a male chicken.”) 

 
I treat Focus-raised equatives distinct from standard copulas, motivating a null equative 

V0.  Focus-raised DPs (19) do not move in the same head-to-head manner of N0 in non-

Focus copulas.  Instead, a null V0 moves in the same manner as an overt verb.   

 (19)  FOCUS-EQUATIVE 
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 Carnie (1994) extends Carnie and Harley (1994)’s analysis to claim that such 

constructions in Irish contain an abstract copular predicate.  It is this type of abstract 

predicate which I have been referring to as a null copula or a set of null v0 features that 

create PREDICATION.  In Ilocano, the presence of such a null copula is marked by an N0 in 

predicate initial position, similar to Irish.   

 Like Irish, I follow Carnie in suggesting that heads which move up incorporate 

their complements, which are typically ‘nga’ relative clauses in Ilocano; and continue to 

operate as heads rather than becoming XPs.  Entire complex NPs can appear in predicate 

position in Irish (20a) and Carnie argues that the nature of the N0 head of such an NP is 

defined by the properties of the initial head, not any incorporated complements.   

 (20)  a. is           [dochtúir ainmhithe] Seán 
             COPULA doctor animals.POSS  John 
            “He is a doctor of animals” 

          b. ti      doktor ti     ayup 
              DET doctor DET animal 
              “He is the doctor of the animals” 

I adopt this for Ilocano (compare (20b)) as well77.     

When there is no V0, movement of some sort is necessary to carry the [+PRED] 

features up to T which would ordinarily happen with V-raising.  In  the earlier (16), since 

the N0 is the only overt head within the VP, it serves to raise up and satisfy this feature 

hosting.  Although there is no evidence of movement to ASP
0 , I have assumed in all other 

                                                 
77 I diverge from Carnie in his claim that it is the D0 which moves in Irish.  In Ilocano, I show that it is the 
v0 merging with the internal argument, or the external argument in FOCP constructions. 
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cases that head-to-head movement cannot skip nodes, in accordance with the Minimal 

Link Condition, and so assume it holds here as well. 

When a verb is present in non-copular constructions, it blocks association of the 

internal argument with the v [+PRED] features and the verb root incorporates those 

features to become predicative.  When FOCP-raising occurs in (21), however, the DP 

raises directly to FOCP.  For this reason, I claim in these cases a null equative verb moves 

via X0 movement to check T0 and further raises to FOC
0 to license movement of the DP to 

the SPECFOCP. 

(21)  a.  ti      lalaki ti      al-alia    
  DET boy    DET  ghost        
“The BOY is the ghost (e.g. not the girl)  

         b.  
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 This kind of copular construction can also be formed with independent pronouns 

(22), when focus is desired, and pronominals (23), with no focus78.   

 (22)  a. siak ti      abogado   FOCUS CONSTRUCTION 
              I      DET attorney 
         “I  am the attorney (not you).” (Obligatory FOCUS emphasis on ‘I’) 

         b.  

 

 
 

 (23)  a.  abogado=ak   NON-FOCUS 
         attorney=1.SG.ABS 
         “I am an attorney.” 

 

 

 

                                                 
78 In the next few examples I show predicate movement as a separate trace from the verb trace to be clear 
on its position.  In examples diagrammed without this separate trace, I assume the same behavior. 
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         b.  

 

 

In (24), the entire overt structure is a complex N0 raised into T0 with a non-expletive 

strong null 3.SG.ERG agreement morpheme making the external argument pro visible for 

interpretation.  ‘Nga al-alia’ (‘C OMP is ghost’) is a relative clause modifying the N0. 

 (24)  a.  [nala-ad nga     al-alia] 
          [ugly      COMP  ghost  ] 
         “It is [an ugly one which is a ghost].” 

         b.  
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 Note that there is no D0 (‘ti’ DET) in any of the predicative NPs shown here.  

Movement to T0 requires that they be X0s of either the Num0 or N0  types (which can 

pied-pipe any embedded structure).  I suggest that this is why oblique DPs (25), which 

have been treated like PPs by Rubino (1997, 2000) are not licensed as predicates: they are 

XPs, not heads.    

 (25)  a.  Amerikano iti             balay    
         American   OBL .DET house 
          “In the house is an American.” 

          b.  

 

 

When a copula is formed with the Oblique as predicate (26), the oblique interpretation is 

lost, and speakers find semantically odd and questionably grammatical.  When the 

Oblique DP is not in predicative position, it retains its prepositional ‘flavor’ (23).   

 (26)  a. iti balay=ak 
             OBL .DET house=1.SG 
            “I am the house” (NOT “I am in the house.”)79 

                                                 
79 To form the sentence “I am in the house” ‘adda’ (‘there is’) must be used as in (i). 
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          b.  

 

I argue that this distinction supports a claim that fronted Obliques are actually raised to 

FOCP and that only N0 complexes can surface in predicate position T0.   

 In contrast, (27) has the Oblique in the initial position and still maintains its 

Oblique semantics if it hosts Focus pitch accent80.  Rubino (1997) claims that in a 

construction such as (27) the Oblique DP is a ‘prepositional phrase predicate’81.  I argue 

that (27) is in fact a case of PP fronting to FOCP (27b), rather than predicative, based on 

the structure and interpretation I have shown in previous examples.  

 (27)  a.  iti             balay   ti     Amerikano ti      al-alia 
              OBL .DET house DET American   DET ghost 
            “In the house of the American is the ghost (not in the house of the  
             German).” 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
 (i)  adda=ak         iti            balay 
       there is=1.SG OBL.DET house 
      “There is I in the house.” (=ak is ergative which indicates the external argument hence “I”) 
80 Although I was unable to test for Pitch Accent on most constructions, in this case, speakers made it clear 
that this was necessary for the intended interpretation.  
81 In this construction, the DP ‘ti Amerikano’ (‘the American’) is actually the possessor of ‘balay’ 
(‘house’); and not an argument owned by ‘ti al-alia’ (‘the ghost’). 
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          b.  

 

 
 Thus, there is no such thing as oblique DP predicates in Ilocano.  Instead, these 

instances are FOCUS raising shown in (27).  While surface order between the Oblique DP 

and the subject in both putative predicative and FOCUS constructions are the same, the 

semantic and prosodic differences make it clear that only the FOCUS construction is licit.   

 Now that I have discussed the non-elided properties of predication and Focus in 

Ilocano, let us consider examples of BAE/Stripping. 

 

3.2. Bare Argument Ellipsis 

 Bare Argument Ellipsis is when a single argument has raised out of the site of 

ellipsis and is left as remnant (Hankamer and Sag 1976:409).  The remnant argument can 
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originate in several positions as seen in (28).  In (28a) it is the external argument left 

remnant.  In (28b) and (28c), it is the internal argument; while in (28d) it is the external 

argument and an oblique argument.  Note in all examples, the verb which has moved to 

T0 as the highest element of the verbal projection is elided.  I include any data which 

leaves a single argument remnant in my discussion of BAE, including Stripping (28d).     

 (28)  a.  nagluto ni    Marife ti      manga ken ni    Jul met (nagluto ti    manga) 
              cooked DET Marife DET mango and DET Jul too  (cooked DET manga) 
             “Marife cooked the mango and Jul (did) too (cook the mango). 

          b.  nagluto ni    Marife ti      manga ken ti    saba      met (nagluto  
               cooked DET Marife DET mango and DET banana too  (cooked  
 
    ni    Marife) 
    DET Marife) 
             “Marife cooked the mango and (Marife cooked) the banana too. 

          c.  nagluto ni    Marife ti      manga diay balay ken ti     saba      met (nagluto  
               cooked DET Marife DET mango that  house and DET banana too  (cooked  
 
    ni    Marife diay balay) 
    DET Marife that  house) 
             “Marife cooked the mango in the house and (Marife cooked) the banana  
               too (in the house). 

          d.  nagluto ni    Marife ti      manga diay balay ken ni    Julius diay eskuela       
               cooked DET Marife DET mango that  house and DET Julius that school   
 
    (nagluto ti    manga) 
     (cooked DET manga) 
              “Marife cooked the mango in the house and Julius (cooked the mango)  
                in the school. 

  Some linguists treat Stripping as a distinct category of BAE.  Stripping (28c) is 

like other types of BAE in that there is some remnant that is left overt after the verb is 

elided; however, in Stripping, more than just the verb is elided from the VP (29) (Lobeck 
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1995, Jackendoff 1977).  All of the material appears to be ‘stripped’ from around the 

remnant DP in the conjoined clause.  The target for ellipsis is the TP.     

 (29)  a.  tulong ni     Harry ni    Crabbe  diay homework=na             ken 
              help     DET Harry DET Crabbe DEM homework=3.SG.POSS and 

              ni    Goile1 met (tulong ni     Harry t1 diay  homework=na)              
              DET Goile1 too (help    DET Harry t1 DEM homework=3.SG.POSS)  
             “Harry helps Crabbe with that homework and (Harry helps) Goile  
              (with that homework) too.” 

         b.   
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Note that Stripping is allowed in both English (i.e. the translation) and Ilocano in this 

example.  The verb, the external argument and an Oblique DP have been elided, leaving 

only the internal argument as the remnant. 

 Despite word order differences in the English translation and the Ilocano, 

Stripping results from equivalent constituents being elided and equivalent constituents 

remaining overt in both.   

 If we were to assume a non-FOCUS raising approach, contrary to my treatment of 

(29) above, we would see a large number of discontinuous elements being elided as in 

(32).  The DP in bold is the only element not covert in the elided construction.   

 (30)  a.  tulong ni     Cardo ni    Kevin  diay  homework=na             ken 
              help     DET Cardo DET Kevin DEM homework=3.SG.POSS and 

             (tulong ni    Cardo) ni    Gil (diay  homework=na)             met 
             (help    DET Cardo) DET Gil (DEM homework=3.SG.POSS) too 
            “Cardo helps Kevin with that homework and (Cardo helps) Gil  
             (with that homework) too.” 

               b. 
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In such a non-FOCUS construction we must account for each discontinuous constituent 

being elided from the entire TP piecemeal: the T0, the DP in SPECvP, and the DPOBL 

immediately dominated by the VP82; while in my approach, ellipsis targets a single TP 

constituent.     

 

3.2.1. BAE Examples 

 The first thing I’d like to make clear to the reader about ellipsis involving 

negation is that negation only licenses ellipsis if there is remnant 

contrastive/identificational material.   For example, in (31) where the external argument 

in the second clause contrasts with the external argument of the first clause and is raised 

to a FOCP, ellipsis is licensed.   

 (31)  aglaba ni     Oyang ti      loput    ngem haan ni     Cardo (aglaba  
          wash    DET Oyang DET clothes but     not    DET Cardo (wash     
 
          ti     loput) 
                          DET clothes) 
         “Oyang washed the clothes but it is not Cardo (who washed the clothes).” 

Negation doesn’t license ellipsis unless there is such additional remnant overt material, 

which I propose raises out of the TP.  If contrastive material is present but does not raise 

out of TP, as shown in (32), ellipsis is not licensed.  This is attributed to a violation of 

strict syntactic identity and full interpretation, since the elided subject cannot be 

recovered.     

 

 

                                                 
82 The elements being elided are in their post-movement positions. 
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 (32)  *aglaba ni    Oyang ti      loput    ngem haan (aglaba ni    Cardo 
           wash    DET Oyang DET clothes but    not    (wash    DET Cardo 
 
           ti      loput) 
           DET clothes) 
           “Oyang washed the clothes but it was not (Cardo washed the clothes).” 

Negation can appear in two different positions with respect to the remaining focused 

argument, before, as in (31) or after, as in (33), depending upon interpretation.   

 (33)  aglaba ni    Oyang  ti     loput    ngem ni    Cardo haan (aglaba ti     loput) 
         wash    DET Oyang DET clothes but    DET Cardo not    (wash    DET clothes) 
         “Oyang washed the clothes but it is Cardo who did not (wash the clothes).” 

In ellipsis forms which contain negation, any pronominals present remain overt as 

elements of the FOCP raised NEG
0 passing through T083 while internal argument DPs are 

elided along with the verb, even with ‘haan’ (34).  Note that when elided the TP allows 

‘haan’ to remain in the FOC
0 rather than raising to C0, since now the complementizer 

‘nga’, obligatory in the full sentence, does not appear. 

  (34)  a. haan=da    (nangan) 
    NEG=3.PL (eat) 
  “Not them (eat).” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
83 Of course, this is true of any element which satisfies the local agree relation with T0 and raises to FOCP. 
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          b.  

 

 
 If the other NEG

0 ‘di’ is present, ellipsis looks like (35).  Because it can only 

license a pronominal complement (null in some cases), it is not diagnostic for FOCP 

movement.  ‘Di’ unlike ‘haan’ never appears higher on the tree than a FOC-raised DP 

because of this licensing restriction, so it is impossible to prove that ‘di’ has raised higher 

than the T0.  The distinction between DP and NP is crucial to such diagnostics; however, 

I assume that all constituents originating in the NEGP (both ‘haan’ and ‘di’) are 

obligatory [+FOC] in Ilocano and as such raise to FOC
084 while the entire TP is elided.   

 (35)  a. di=da         (nangan) 
 NEG=3.PL (eat) 
“They did not (eat).” 

 

                                                 
84 As proposed for Hungarian (Horvath 1986, É. Kiss 1987, 2002, Brody 1991). 
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         b.  

 

 
 Another class of constructions which license ellipsis involve adverbial ‘Focus 

particles’ mentioned in Chapter 1, as illustrated in (36)85.  As a reminder, I assume these 

focus particles are base generated in FOC
0. 

 (36)  a.  inagkan ni     Oyang ni    Gil  ken  ni    Kevin pay (ni     Oyang    
   kiss        DET Oyang DET Gil  and DET Kevin too (DET Oyang    

   [inagkan)]   
   [kiss)       ]   
   “Oyang kissed Gil and (Oyang kissed) Kevin too.” 

 

 

 

                                                 
85 Unfortunately Ilocano has no lexical type adverbs of the ‘quickly’ type to compare it to English 
constructions like “John ate slowly and Mary (ate) quickly.” 
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           b. 

 

 
What I have called a MIRROR FEATURE

86 is a feature which indicates that all 

subsequent material headed by the appropriate Focus licensing X0 element mirrors the 

antecedent material except for the constituent which is contrasted.  Examples (37a) 

through (37d) reflect how this works.  The underlined part is the mirrored covert element 

found in each of the negated clauses and whichever counterparts are overt in the 

embedded clause are the focus of Negation and not mirrored.  And if the entire utterance 

is negated, the Mirror Feature is unaffected as in (37e) (i.e. no mismatch since the 

expressed features parallel those in the Mirror Feature bundle). 

                                                 
86 Although I believe this to be an original naming convention, verified only by a quick Google of the term 
and finding no direct linguistic term of the same name, I have done nothing else to look into alternate 
naming conventions. 
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(37)  a. Jhon87 ate apples, not bananas. 

         b. Jhon ate apples, not drank toast. 

          c. Jhon ate apples, not Maekela. 

          d. Jhon ate apples, not Maekela tofu. 

          e. Jhon ate apples, not Maekela sliced tofu88. 

What is important about this Mirror Feature is that it is essentially a ‘feature 

bundle’  that is responsible for the strict parallelism in ellipsis by signaling the same 

structure of the antecedent within the elided material over which it holds scope at FOC
0.   

I apply this same Mirror Feature notion to Focus particles (e.g. ‘pay’ ‘also’ or ‘met’ 

‘too’).  This means that the NEG
0 (hosting and checking the Mirror Feature against the 

filled SPECFOCP) at FOC
0 makes visible to the syntax the necessary ASPECT or TENSE 

features to license ellipsis, satisfying that single unified criteria.  Note that when ASPECT 

or TENSE varies from the antecedent as the examples in (38) show, there is a loss of 

felicity (strict identity fails).  MOOD, and DURATIVE versus STATIVE  properties must 

coincide (or be focus raised out of the TP as well) or there is a violation of the Mirror 

Feature matching to some degree (a property of language not otherwise satisfactorily 

captured by general restrictions on ellipsis). 

(38)  a. *Jhon ate apples, not was buying bananas. 

         b. #Jhon ate apples, not snores. 

                                                 
87 This is an Ilocano spelling of the name not a transposed spelling of ‘John.’ 
88 This is grammatical in the context that someone knew someone did something but got all the elements of 
it wrong and are being corrected. 
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If the antecedent is grammatical, the Mirror feature forces a reconstruction of 

elided material that is identical as well except for those elements Focus-raised 

specifically to reflect that contrast.   

 This feature bundle operates not only on ‘pay’ (‘too’) constructions, but on all 

Focus particles which license ellipsis.  What I ultimately claim is that the Mirror Feature 

is actually a property of FOCUS, checked by some functional X0 bearing the same feature 

or features (i.e. NEG
0 or even AUX

0) which makes the elided TP transparent to 

interpretation.     

 One extension of this Mirror Feature in this discussion is that there is another 

meaning of ‘pay’ which translates to ‘more’ as in English and this homophonous form 

operates as a quantified DP.  Typically, ‘pay’ as a nominal implies that there is more of 

something, either an action or object such as in (39) and (40).  In this case, the bundle of 

features represented by the Mirror Feature are merged with a set of nominal features 

implicit in ‘pay’ (e.g. ‘more of what you just ate’ ‘more bananas’ etc.)   This is not the 

‘pay’ I am concerned with here, as I assume ‘more’ is straight DP/NP replacement 

(similar to ‘one’ replacement of nominals) and not ellipsis; though the Mirror Feature is 

still evident89. 

(39)  kayat=mo   pay 
         want=2.SG more 
         “Do you want more (of whatever you had before).” 

(40)  adda   pay 
         exists more 
         “There is more (of whatever you had before).” 

                                                 
89 In (39) ‘pay’ must represent a DP syntactically while in (40) it may represent either an NP or DP. 
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3.2.2. Distinguishing VPE from TPE Stripping 

 Above I have shown that Ilocano verbal ellipsis is uniformly TPE. Certain tests 

have been proposed in the literature purporting to distinguish TPE from VPE. Below I 

show how they apply to Ilocano in contrast to Hebrew and English, and argue that 

independent differences in the structure of Ilocano render the results moot for that 

language.  Specifically I address claims made by Doron (1999) in distinguishing between 

TPE and VPE for Hebrew.  Doron proposes that in languages like Hebrew which raise 

the V out of the VP, it is hard to distinguish between VPE and BAE.  In cases where the 

verb is stranded, she argues it may either be VPE or BAE, while if the verb is elided, it 

must be BAE (41).     

 (41)  dina  hexina     et     ha- harca’a Sela, aval dani  lo 
          Dina prepared  ACC the lecture   hers, but   Dani not 
         “Dina prepared her lecture, but not Dani.” 

Ilocano does not strand the verb in any form of ellipsis, with the exception of 

Psuedogapping discussed in Section 3.5. 

 Selecting three of the tests applied by Doron which various earlier studies90 

showed could distinguish between BAE and VPE, I show that the examples of TPE I 

have provided do not appear to be cases of VPE in Ilocano. 

 The first such test that I consider is based on the fact that in Stripping, where the 

stranded bare argument is the object, the elided material cannot precede the overt 

                                                 
90 She bases her tests on work done by Hankamer (1979), Hankamer and Sag (1976), Chao (1988), Reinhart 
(1991) and Lappin (1995). 
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coreferential ‘antecedent’ material91 (e.g. (42a) for English).  In VPE however, it can 

precede the ‘antecedent’ (42b). 

 (42)  a. ‘*(Bill1 helped) Ted2 (study math) but not Bill1 helped Steve2 study math.’ 

          b. ‘Ted1 (helped Steve2 study math) but not Bill1 helped Steve2 study math.’ 

 What Doron calls BAE, with a remnant subject and negation, in (43a) is bad in 

Hebrew, yet in Ilocano (43b) such a construction is perfectly grammatical.   According to 

this test, this must be VPE in Ilocano.     

 (43)  a. *im ata  lo   (orid       et      ha-  aSpa    la-       pax),    
     if  you not (take-out ACC the garbage to-the can) 
 
     az    ani orid       et      ha-  aSpa    la-       pax 
                then I    take-out ACC the garbage to-the can 
               “If you don’t (take out the garbage to the can), then I will  
                 take out the garbage to the can. 

          b.  no haan nga     sika (gumatan ti     makan=kami),    gumatan=ak=to  
    if   NOT COMP 2.SG (buy        DET food=1.PL.EXC), buy=1.SG=will 
 
    ti      makan=kami 
       DET food=1.PL.EXC 
   “If it is not that it is you (who buys our food), I will buy our food.” 

 I will argue below that the test fails due to significant syntactic differences in the 

languages which have nothing to do with the type of ellipsis involved. 

 While both Hebrew and Ilocano allow V-to-T raising, English does not.   

Likewise, Hebrew and English have overt Tense which Ilocano does not.  Another 

structural difference between Hebrew and Ilocano is seen in (44a) and (44b).  In the 

presence of negation, Hebrew licenses raising of the matrix verb to T0 prior to eliding the 

VP, while Ilocano such a construction is bad. 

                                                 
91 See Lobeck (1995), Merchant (2001) among others. 
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 (44)  a.  im ata  lo    torid      (et      ha-  aSpa    la-       pax),    
    if  you not  take-out (ACC the garbage to-the can) 
 
    az    ani orid       et      ha-  aSpa    la-       pax 
               then I    take-out ACC the garbage to-the can 
               “If you don’t (take out the garbage to the can), then I will  
                take out the garbage to the can. 

           b. *no haan nga     sika gumatan (ti     makan=kami),    gumatan=ak=to  
      if   NOT COMP 2.SG buy         (DET food=1.PL.EXC), buy=1.SG=will 
 
     ti      makan=kami 
        DET food=1.PL.EXC 
    “If it is not that it is you (who buys our food), I will buy our food.” 

In Ilocano, negation blocks raising of the verb out of the verb phrase beyond the ASP
0.  In 

Hebrew, negation is either not part of the verbal projection or it originates in a higher 

position as evidenced by this movement of the verb to T0.   

 Equally troubling are the two remaining tests regarding Island Constraints.  

Stripping is not grammatical in cases involving the Sentential Subject Condition seen in 

(46) nor is it grammatical in cases involving the Adjunct Condition as seen in (48).  Both 

equivalent (B) utterances crashed in Hebrew because BAE does not allow ellipsis out of 

an Adjunct or Sentential subject.  The Ilocano equivalents were grammatical. 

 (45)  A: hexant            et       ha- Si’ur 
   you-prepared ACC the class 
              “Did you prepare the class?” 

          B: *ken, aval ze Se-  dani lo   (hexina  et       ha-Si’ur)   
      yes, but   it  that Dani not (prepare ACC the class) 
 
     hifti’a     et      ha- talmidim 
     surprised ACC the students 
               “Yes, but the fact that Dani didn’t (prepare the class) surprised 
                            the students.” 

 (46)  A: naglaba=ka    kadi ti      bado=k? 
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    cleaned=2.SG each DET shirt=1.SG 
   “Did you clean all my shirts?” 

          B: wen, ngem ni     Cardo haan=na nga     nasurpresa ni     nanang=na 
    yes,  but    DET Cardo  not=3.SG COMP surprised     DET mother=3.SG 
   “Yes, but that Cardo didn’t (clean all my shirts) surprised his mother.” 

 (47)  A: natat kvar et ha-harca’a 
   you-gave already ACC the lecture 
              “Have you already given the lecture?” 

          B: *ken, aval et       Dani pitru        ki           hu lo 
      yes, but   ACC Dani they-fired because he not 
               “Yes, but Dani was fired because he did not (give the lecture).” 

 (48)  A: nadalusa=m    ti      balay=en? 
   cleaned=2.SG  DET house=already 
   “Did you clean the house already?” 

          B: wen, ngem ni    Oyang  napapanaw tangay  haan=na. 
               yes,  but    DET Oyang  was fired    because not=3.SG 
  “Yes, but Oyang was fired because it was not he (who cleaned the house  
  already).” 

If we look at other types of BAE in Ilocano, however, we find that the Adjunct Constraint 

does hold.  In (49a), negation holds scope over the TP as in the Hebrew examples.  In 

(49b), the Focus adverb also takes scope over the TP.  

 (49)  a.  *wen, ngem ni    Oyang  napapanaw tangay   ni    Oyang  haan                 
                 yes,  but    DET Oyang  was-fired    because DET Oyang  not 
 
      (nga     nadalusa  ti      balay=en) 
      (COMP washed     DET house=already) 
      “Yes, but Oyang was fired because it wasn’t Oyang   
      (that cleaned the house already).” 

          b.  *wen, ken ni    Oyang  napapanaw tangay   isuna pay 
                 yes,  and DET Oyang  was-fired    because he     too  
 
      (nadalusa  ti     balay=en) 
      (cleaned    DET house=already) 
    “Yes, and Oyang was fired because it was he too (who cleaned the house  
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      already).” 

However, there are again certain syntactic distinctions between the Hebrew form and the 

Ilocano.  For example, in the Hebrew constructions (45) and (47), negation takes scope 

over the elided TP out of which a DP or pronoun were raised making them 

ungrammatical.  In the Ilocano (46) and (48), negation takes scope over the pronominal 

agreement morpheme pie-piped out of the TP which is grammatical.  Because movement 

of Ilocano agreement out of the TP is not the same as Ilocano (49) when a DP is raised 

out of the TP making it pattern like the Hebrew examples and is ungrammatical.  In 

Hebrew, prounouns must not be agreement of the same type as Ilocano morphemes..  

Also, as noted above, negation is a predicate head in the extended verbal projection in 

Ilocano, but not in Hebrew. 

 Again, it is not enough to claim that it is BAE which is subject to island 

constraints and that VPE is not.  In the case of the Adjunct Constraint, scope differences 

over the element licensing XP raising clearly plays a role.  My main point here is that 

BAE is not a single syntactic class as these differences suggest; rather, BAE merely 

captures the fact that only a single argument is left remnant. The differences between the 

languages have to do with other facts about their syntactic structures. 

 Given these confounds in the application of Doron’s tests, I assume on the basis 

of the structure of Ilocano and the nature of the elided constituents that what we are 

seeing is clearly TPE.  I continue to present examples toward this end. 
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3.2.3. Summary of Section 3.2. 

    BAE/Stripping is a specific type of ellipsis in which only a single argument 

remains after the verb and any other arguments  have been elided.  Under a standard, non-

Focus treatment, these elements do not form a single constituent upon which ellipsis can 

act (50).  My claim that FOCP raising of the argument out of the TP can account for the 

seemingly unrelated constituents being elided (51). 

 (50)  IN SITU DISCONTINUOUS (BAD) 

         . …CONJ [TP(VERB) [vP(DP1) [VP DP2 (DPOBL)]]]   

 (51)  FOCUS RAISED, CONTINUOUS TP DELETION (GOOD) 

         . …CONJ DP2FOC [(VERB) (DP1) t2 (DPOBL)]    
 
 Copular constructions, involving a null copula in Ilocano can be analyzed as TP 

projections, doing away with a separate and inelegant distinction for what is typically 

called ‘small clause’ constructions.   Predication lies within the v0 set of features and this 

predication attaches to the V if present, checking its features as it rides up with the V to a 

higher position via head-to-head movement.  If there is no overt V, such light verb 

features move up with whichever predicative element moves up: either the internal 

argument N0 or if it is a FOCUS construction, the v features raise via a null V0 to the FOC
0 

position above the TP.  This accounts for all the types of constructions and syntactic 

ordering found in Ilocano.  The NEG
0 raises obligatorily to FOC

0 in Ilocano.     

 Furthermore, examples provided herein ((28b,c), (29) and (30)) refute Rubino 

(1997)'s claim that a strict ordering requirement within the predicate forces redundant 
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pronominals to appear in FOCUS constructions.  Instead, such instances are probably 

resumptive pronoun insertion or Topicalization but in either case, not obligatory. 

 As in the chapter on DP ellipsis and structure, I have shown that there is evidence 

for three categories of morphemes: (1) those which bear purely functional features and 

not lexical per se (e.g. ‘di’ NEG, ‘nga’ COMP, ‘ti’ DET); (2) those which bear purely 

lexical features and share no common properties with functional morphemes (open class 

words like verbs and nouns); and (3) those which contain both lexical and functional 

features which results in them satisfying feature checking for both (‘haan’ NEG). 

 

3.3. Gapping as TPE 

 In Gapping, only the verb is elided and two arguments are moved out of the site 

of ellipsis.   (52a) is a typical example of Gapping in Ilocano.  The external and internal 

arguments of the transitive verb ‘wash’ are overt remnants while the verb itself is the 

only thing covert92.  The dashed lines represent movement of the verb while solid lines 

are movement of arguments to the Focus projection.  I argue that the null Focus element 

seen in (52b) is base-generated in FOC
0 and raises to a second FOC

0 position to license 

two SPECFOCP positions93.   

 (52)  a. ugasan ni     Olen ti     baso ken  ni    Frexy ti      plato (ugasan) 
             wash    DET Olen DET glass and DET Frexy DET plate (wash)    
            “Olen washes the glasses and Frexy (washes) the plates.” 

 

                                                 
92 In the presence of an overt AUX, the structure becomes the domain of Psuedogapping and such 
constructions are reserved for Section 3.5. 
93 A base-generated predicate of this sort is in line with É. Kiss (1998) for ‘be’ insertion in English Focus 
projections. 
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          b. 

 

 

The underlying structure presented in (52) for Ilocano is identical to the structure 

established in Section 3.2 on BAE.  One of the objectives in this chapter is to explain the 

licensing of two SPECFOCP positions by a null predicate as (52b) shows. 

 Although I argue against this for Ilocano, Lobeck (1995) has proposed that 

gapping in languages like English may also result when the internal argument is elided 

but where there is a remnant PP, or oblique DP in Ilocano, originating in the VP as in 

(53).  I will be arguing against this structure. 
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 (53)  a.  ugasan ni     Olen ti     plato diay balay ken (ugasan) 
               wash   DET Olen DET plate DEM house and (wash)   . 
 
              ni     Frexy (ti      plato) diay  eskuela. 
                  DET Frexy (DET plate) DEM  school 
             “Olen washes the plates at the house and Frexy (washes the plates) at the 
               school.” 

          b.  

 

Assuming Lobeck’s structure is problematic because as with stripping, these are 

discontinuous constituents (53b).  The FOCP raising analysis (54) such as I propose 

targets a single TP constituent and is consistent with the other data presented herein.   

 (54)  a. ugasan ni     Olen ti     plato diay  balay ken 
              wash    DET Olen DET plate DEM house and 

                         ni     Frexy diay   eskuela (ugasan ti      plato). 
                 DET Frexy DEM  school   (wash    DET plate)  
            “Olen washes the plates at the house and Frexy (washes the plates) at the 
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              school.” 

          b.  

 

 
 Again, satisfaction of licit feature-checking must occur prior to ellipsis and given 

a strict syntactic parallelism constraint the verb in the Ilocano example must reside at T0 

prior to ellipsis just as in the antecedent.  The only structures not parallel are moved out 

of the TP via Focus-raising post-feature checking of non-Focus features.  This places 

Ilocano BAE discussed in Section 3.2. and Gapping cross-linguistically under the 
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umbrella of a single projection (i.e. FOC
0) responsible for licensing ellipsis of any verbal 

type.   

 There are two restrictions on Gapping (distinguishing it from VPE) that I would 

like to briefly touch upon before leaving the subject: (A) Gapping is not licit in the 

antecedent clause; and (B) Gapping is only licit in coordinated clauses, not subordinate. 

   The first of these two behaviors, that Gapping cannot appear in the antecedent 

material, I suggest simply results from a processing restriction.  Example (55) is 

ungrammatical for both English (55a) and Ilocano (55b).  Contrast these examples with 

licit examples (56) of VPE in English and TPE in Ilocano, allowing ellipsis in the 

antecedent clause.  Coindexation represents parallel elements. 

  (55)  a.  *Harry1 (kissed) Draco2 and Hermione1 kissed Ron2. 

          b.  *(ugasan) ni     Ola1 ti     baso2 ken ugasan ni    Frexy1 ti      plato2 
      (wash)    DET Ola1 DET glass2 and wash   DET Frexy1 DET plate2 
     “Ola (washes) the glasses and Frexy washes the plates.” 

 (56)  a.  Harry1 (kissed Draco2) not Hermione1 kissed Draco2. 

          b.  ni     Ola1 (ugasan ti     baso2) haan ni     Frexy1 ugasan ti      plato2 
    DET Ola1  (wash   DET glass2) not    DET Frexy1 wash    DET plate2 
    “Ola (washes the glasses) not Frexy washes the plates.” 

 What I mean by a processing restriction is that in (56), the syntax sees the first 

FOCUS-raised external argument in the antecedent and looks for a parallel contrastive 

element in the next immediate argument.  This is because if the material on which the 

ellipsis is based does not precede the site of ellipsis, the speaker has no means of 

determining the number of argument positions licensed, unlike when the site of ellipsis 

follows the source material.  When any other element is raised to a FOCUS position in the 
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pre-antecedent site of ellipsis, as with the internal argument in (55a), such identity, based 

on strict parallelism is violated.  The syntax attempts an identity match with the next 

element as in (57a).  Essentially, the syntax assumes a single, raised subject-argument.  

This is why when that argument is the internal argument you get a passive (57b).  Ellipsis 

prior to the antecedent is licit in VPE (57c) because only the external argument is raised 

out of the site of ellipsis as the syntax assumes, and can check that identity with the first 

Focus-raised element in the subsequent clause which allows interpretation of parallelism.  

I suggest this same identity constraint on filled Specs in pre-antecedent deletion holds on 

Ilocano as well. 

 (57)  a. *Harry1 owls2 not Hermione1 bought dragons2. 

          b.  Harry1, not Hermione1 was killed by Draco. 

          c.  Harry1, not Hermione1 bought dragons 

 I suggest also that the Focus projection can have a contrastive node for every 

element of the antecedent construction. For example, in (58), each of the bracketed 

elements constitutes a potential site of contrast.  The Focus projection is in fact, 

potentially a complete copy of the antecedent as this examples suggests.  In 

BAE/Stripping, only a single SPEC position is filled, while in the case of Gapping (58b), 

two SPEC positions are filled in the Focus projection (indicated in bold), because they are 

the constituents which do not manifest the strict syntactic parallelism required for ellipsis.  

Thus they move to Focus to allow deletion of all the identical structure94.   

                                                 
94 É. Kiss (1998, 2006) does suggest that Focus projections can iterate, she just did not extend it past two 
arguments.  This reiteration could be either multiple FOCPs as I assume here or multiple Specifiers within 
the FOCP.  The reason I assume multiple FOCPs is that ‘haan’ (NEG) sometimes raises to a higher FOC

0 to 
take scope over a SPECFOCP higher in the Focus projection. 
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 (58)  a. ”Olen kissed Gil at the movies not [Cardo] [shot] [Kevin] [in the CR]95.” 

          b. ”Olen kissed Gil at the movies not [Cardo] kissed [Kevin] in the  
     movies.” 

My analysis does not crucially depend on the existence of this type of extended Focus 

projection but the facts of licit Focus raising support it.  

 The second restriction on Gapping is that it may only occur with a coordinate type 

structure.  This essentially means that Gapping cannot appear in subordinate or relative 

clauses such as (59).   

 (59)  a.  *ugasan ni    Ola ti     baso no (ugasan) ni    Frexy ti      plato 
     wash    DET Ola DET glass if  (wash)    DET Frexy DET plate 
   *“Ola washes the glasses if Frexy (washes) the plates.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
95 ‘CR’ is Ilocano for bathroom or toilet, derived from English ‘Comfort Room.’ 
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          b.   

 

 

I suggest that multiple Focus projections are not licensed in such subordinate clauses in 

Ilocano, prohibiting Gapping which requires two Focus projections96.  This means that 

raising non-predicative material out of the VP and eliding the verb in such clauses is not 

licensed97.  

                                                 
96 Ellipsis in subordinate clauses is licit in sluicing but I suggest that licensing restrictions may change as 
the result of [+Q] features which somehow make more of the elided material reconstructable to the syntax. 
97 It is clear that subordinate clauses do not signal syntactic parallelism in the same manner that conjunction 
does.  Conjunctions fit with parallelism while subordinate heads predict a ‘result’ of some kind (e.g. If X 
then Y, where Y has no syntactic relationship to X). 
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 Let us consider relative clauses as a specific type of subordinate clause which 

does not allow Gapping but can allow VPE.   Lobeck (1995) says that unlike other types 

of ellipsis, Gapping cannot occur in a construction like (60) (i.e. the Complex Noun 

Phrase Constraint prohibits gapping inside an NP but ordinary ellipsis is licensed).  

Because English VPE does not require a Focus projection in the subordinate clause, it is 

licit, while English Gapping (60b) is not. 

 (60)  a. The man who likes meat met [NP the woman who doesn’t (like meat)].     
              VPE 

                 b. *The man who likes meat met [NP the woman who (likes) fish].  
                GAPPING 

 While this may not be conclusive, it does show that a Focus-raising approach to 

ellipsis without stipulations based on type of ellipsis but rather general syntax can 

account for the various types of Ilocano structures we have seen.    

 

3.3.1. Summary of Section 3.3 

 In this chapter, I have shown that the structure presented earlier and applied to 

BAE/Stripping can also account for Gapping.  I further defined Gapping as the Focus-

raising of two or more arguments prior to ellipsis.  The site of ellipsis in Ilocano Gapping, 

as with English BAE, appears to be the TP. 

 I have shown that Ilocano Focus projections can allow multiple Spec positions98 

licensed by some predicate in the associated FOC
0 position.  In Gapping, I assume that a 

null predicate equivalent to English ‘do’ or ‘be’ is inserted as a FOC
0,

, following É. Kiss 

                                                 
98 I modify É. Kiss (1998) to include ‘contrastive focus’, not strictly ‘inherent focus’ in allowing iteration.  
É. Kiss (2006) does not place an ‘inherent focus’ type restriction on this iteration. 
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(1998).  This null predicate signals no change in Mood, Voice or Aspect of the elided TP, 

but is made visible to the syntax by extraction of some constituent originating in the 

VP99.   

 By classifying Gapping as ellipsis of a TP in the same way that I showed Ilocano 

BAE in Section 3.2 was TP ellipsis, and that Sluicing has been shown to be ellipsis of a 

TP cross-linguistically, Gapping is no longer exceptional in terms of ellipsis but simply 

follows the requirements of general syntactic properties of feature-checking and the 

movement which results from such feature-checking.  This unifies Gapping with other 

types of ellipsis by placing the restrictions of Gapping not on Gapping itself, but the 

general syntax of FOCUS constructions.   

 

3.4. Sluicing 

 This section looks at a type of ellipsis that is considered to be universal: Sluicing 

(Merchant 2001, Chung 1998)100.  Sluicing is the term for ellipsis of an entire TP101 

which occurs after wh-question words like ‘what’ or ‘why’ raise out of the TP, resulting 

in the reduction of an interrogative clause to a single overt wh-word (61).  The elided 

material is composed of the entire antecedent TP repeated after the wh-word, shown for 

                                                 
99 The presence of an overt AUX such as the Pseudogapping equivalent with ‘do-support’ would indicate a 
contrast in one of those verbal elements (or polarity by some antecedent NEG

0). 
100 See Ross (1969) for some of the initial treatment of Sluicing. My analysis assumes Sluicing to be a type 
of ellipsis (e.g. Lobeck 1995, Chung, Ladusaw, and McClosky 1995, Lasnik 2001 and Merchant 2001).  
For these authors, Sluicing involves an elided TP licensed by an overt wh-word.  Chomsky (1986) provides 
arguments for these wh-words to reside in the SPECCP. 
101 Although Lobeck (1995:46) suggests a structure that includes the entire intermediate C’ beneath the 
SPECCP is part of the Sluice, this does not work for Ilocano because FOCP is beneath the CP and remnant 
material resides at FOCP given my analysis. 
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both the English translation and the Ilocano102 equivalents.  I assume the structure for 

Ilocano as established in Chapters 1 and previous sections of Chapter 3 without 

modification (61b).    

 (61)  a. ammo=k      no apay nga    inagkan=Ø      ti      babai ngem 
                         know=1.SG if   why COMP kiss=3.SG.ERG DET girl    but  
 
   di=ak                ammo no asino (ti      inagkan=Ø) 
   NEG=1.SG.ERG know if   who   (DET TR.ate=3.SG.ERG) 
  “I know why he kissed the girl, but I don’t know who (he kissed).” 

          b.  

 

                                                 
102 Non-predicative, embedded wh-words require ‘no’ (‘C OMP’ [+WH] equivalent to English ‘if’)(Rubino 
1997).  This is not licit in English constructions (Lobeck 1995). 
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 As with negation, wh-words in Ilocano obligatorily raise to FOCP prior to Spell-

Out and then move to SPECCP at LF (this latter movement is like that in languages like 

Chinese (Watanabe 1992), Persian (Karimi 2005), Slavic (Bošković 2001) and others 

(see Ginsburg 2009 for some cross-linguistic discussion).  One of the unusual properties 

of Ilocano wh-word constructions is that they must be copular constructions as in the 

above example.  When the wh-word is embedded, the ‘no’ COMP with [+WH] features is 

obligatory. 

 Because Sluicing is predicated on wh-words, there are certain aspects of these 

words in Ilocano which should be addressed.  There are six wh-words which I discuss in 

Ilocano: ‘asino’ (‘who’), ‘ ania’ (‘what’), ‘ sadino’ (‘where’), ‘kaano’ (‘when’), ‘apay’ 

(‘why’) and ‘kasano’ (‘how’).   Of these, ‘apay’ (‘why’) behaves slightly 

idiosyncratically.  Unlike other wh-words which can appear in constructions like (62), 

‘apay’ (‘why’) as in (63) cannot.   

 (62)  a.  ania  ti      inaramid=mo  
               what  DET  do.PF.T=2.SG  
             “What is the done thing of yours?” (fig. “What is the thing you did?”) 
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          b.  

 

 

 (63)  a. *apay  ti     inaramid=mo dayta 
                why  DET  do.PF.T=2.SG that 
             “Why is the doing of yours that?” (fig. “*Why is the thing you did that?”) 
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          b.  

 

 
Instead, it must be constructed as in (64) with an expletive interpretation.  

 (64)  a   apay  nga     inaramid=mo dayta 
               why  COMP  do.PF.T=2.SG that 
              “It is why that it is you did that?” 
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          b.   

 

 
Words like ‘ania’ (‘what’) cannot be used this way as the ungrammaticality of (65) 

illustrates.  Notice that all constructions are copular, but in ‘ania’ (‘what’) constructions, 

the wh-word is a DP which can be directly associated with another argument (i.e. the 

nominalized verb) while in ‘apay’ (‘why’) constructions it cannot. 

 (65)  a.  *ania   nga     inaramid=mo 
                what  COMP  do.PF.T=2.SG 
              “It is what that it is you did?” 
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           b.  

 
 

    
 My structure is in part based on Rubino (1997, 2000), and the data supports this, 

that wh-words are always in the absolutive position, which means they originate as the 

internal argument of the verb.  If that position is not available then ungrammaticality 

results.   

 Ilocano, unlike English, cannot leave wh-words in situ (66)103.   

 (66)  *inaramid=mo ania   
           do.PF.T=2.SG what   
          “You did what?” 

                                                 
103 It should be noted that English allows wh-words in situ in cases of echo questions or when there is more 
than one wh-phrase.  Ilocano cannot leave them in situ in either situation. 
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They must obligatorily Focus raise above the TP, but beneath the C0 as (67) shows with a 

filled C0.   Note that (67) is strong evidence that the FOCP is beneath the CP, because ‘no’ 

(‘if’) is a COMP element. 

 (67)  a.  ammo=k=Ø          no apay nga    kasdiay 
              know=1.SG=3.SG if   why COMP like.that 
              “I know why he is like that.” or “Do I know why he is like that?” 

          b.  ammo=k     no asino ti     nagturpos 
               know=1.SG if  who  DET graduated 
              “I know (if) the graduated one was who it was104.” 

 The important detail in (67) is that ‘no’ (‘C OMP’ á la English ‘if’) resides in C0 

and the wh-word (along with its CP modifier) resides in SPECFOCP like any FOCUS-raised 

DP.   Again, at some point of the derivation, the wh-word should find itself in SPECCP 

(Chomsky 1986).  Either there must be LF movement (post-Spell-out as part of 

obligatory feature-checking)105 or Ilocano does not require/allow embedded wh-words to 

raise to SPECCP.   

 One further possible construction is shown in (68) where the question is not 

formed by a copula construction, but pure FOCP raising with a lexical verb.  This type of 

construction is not typical, but is licensed for all wh-words (e.g. (68a)) except ‘apay’ 

(‘why’) (68b).  Compare the figurative translation that better captures the distinction 

between the two. 

 (68)  a.  ania  kannen ni    Oyang 
   what eats      DET Oyang 
   “What is it Oyang eats?” (fig. “What thing is it that Oyang eats”) 

                                                 
104 To be consistent, the predicative NP usually comes second in English, such as ‘the boy was a ghost,’ 
even though in Ilocano, the NP comes before the DP it relates to. 
105 See Watanabe (1992) for a discussion of overt and LF movement of wh-elements in Japanese and 
Chinese. 
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          b.  *apay  kannen ni     Oyang 
      why   eats      DET Oyang 
    “Why is it Oyang eats?” (fig. “Why thing is it Oyang eats”) 

 

3.4.1. Sluicing Data in Ilocano 

 Sluicing is as parsimonious a class of ellipsis in Ilocano as it is in English.  Such 

Sluicing is licensed by some wh-element as indicated in (69).  This example involves 

‘apay’ which as shown in the previous section must be connected to its complement by 

‘nga’ because it requires an expletive construction (e.g. ‘it is why he did X’ not ‘he did 

why’).  As with non-elided constructions seen previously, in Sluicing, the absence of the 

C0 ‘no’ is ungrammatical (69b). 

 (69)  a.  nangan ni     Oyang ti      pusa ngem haan nga    ammo  ni    Cardo 
              ate         DET Oyang DET cat    but     not    COMP know  DET Cardo  
 
   no apay  (nga    nangan ni     Oyang ti      pusa) 
   if  why   (COMP ate        DET Oyang DET cat) 
  “Oyang ate the cat but Cardo doesn’t know why (that Oyang ate the cat).” 

          b.  *nangan ni     Oyang ti     pusa ngem haan nga    ammo  ni    Cardo 
                 ate        DET Oyang DET cat    but    not    COMP know   DET Cardo  
 
      apay  (nga     nangan ni     Oyang ti     pusa) 
      why   (COMP ate        DET Oyang DET cat) 
   “Oyang ate the cat but Cardo doesn’t know why (that Oyang ate the cat).” 

The same Sluice-licensing structure holds for wh-words such as ‘kaano’ (‘when’) (70a) 

and ‘sadino’ (‘where’) (70b).   

 (70)  a.  no kaano  (nga    nangan ni     Oyang ti     pusa) 
    if  when   (COMP ate        DET Oyang DET cat) 
   “…doesn’t know when (Oyang eats the cat).” 

           b.  no sadino  (nga     nangan ni     Oyang ti     pusa) 
     if  where   (COMP  ate        DET Oyang DET cat) 
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               “…doesn’t know where (Oyang ate the cat).” 

 (71)  ammo=k     no  apay nga    inagkan=Ø      ti      babai ngem 
                     know=1.SG if  why  COMP kiss=3.SG.ERG DET girl     but  
 
           di=ak                ammo no asino (ti      inagkan=Ø) 
           NEG=1.SG.ERG know if   who   (DET TR.kissed=3.SG.ERG) 
          “I know why he kissed the girl, but I don’t know who (he kissed).” 

 In the case of Ilocano Sluicing, it is the non-elided wh-constructions rather than 

ellipsis which provides the most interesting facts about the underlying structure.  Given 

that all the licit examples of Sluicing follow essentially the same rules as the overt 

structure, I focus on the syntax generally (i.e. not specific to ellipsis). 

 Wh-words typically appear in copula constructions formed by movement to 

SPECFOCP and establish a locality relationship with the null predicative features.  It is 

these null predicative features in fact that check the FOC
0 to license Focus movement in 

elided constructions.  In the examples where there is no copula (see example (69) earlier), 

ellipsis is not licensed but the overt verb in T0 can check Foc0 features (except those that 

license ellipsis). 

 The [+WH] properties of COMP ‘no’ are independent of the wh-words used in the 

examples provided so far.  In the absence of a wh-word, ‘no’ (‘if’) behaves as in English 

(72).  On the other hand, in constructions involving wh-words, ‘no’ is selected as the only 

COMP which satisfies checking of the [+WH] feature of the wh-word.   

 (72)  ag.parti=kami=nto             iti              kalding, no umay=ka    ditoy 
          INTR.slaughter=3.PL=FUT OBL.DET goat,       if   come=2.SG here 
         “We’ll slaughter a goat, if you come here.” 

Crucially for my discussion, syntactically elements which possess [+WH] features select 

for each other.   
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 Sluicing and wh-constructions generally follow the same restrictions on syntax 

that we’ve seen in other XP-movement constructions.  Copula constructions are typically 

utilized rather than standard predicative verbs because the only way both the DP wh-word 

can raise and be predicative is in FOCP copular constructions.  In fact, it is FOCUS that 

leads us to one other thing that needs to be said about the potential (pre-Spell Out) 

position of wh-words in Ilocano.  There are essentially two places that wh-words are said 

to reside prior to LF.  As mentioned a moment ago, the first is SPECCP which is seen 

overtly in English.  The second is in SPECFOCP as the Japanese example (73) illustrates 

(formatting modified from Watanabe (2003:545, Ex.63)).  It is this position I take for 

Ilocano wh-words. Recall that spec-CP is impossible because the wh-words obligatorily 

follow C° in embedded clauses, rather than precede it. 

 (73)  [SPECFOCPnani-o1       [TOPPJohn-wa  [Mary-ga      t1 katta-ka]               
          [SPECFOCPwhat-ACC1 [TOPPJohn-TOP [Mary-NOM t1 bought-Q]  
 
          shiri   tagatteiru no 
          know want          Q 
         “What does John want to know whether Mary bought?” 

 

3.4.2. Summary of Section 3.4 

 Sluicing, the ellipsis of material licensed by an overt wh-word, is licit in Ilocano.  

Given that Sluicing is believed to be universal cross-linguistically, Ilocano does not 

refute this assumption.  The properties of Ilocano Sluices are different from languages 

like English because Ilocano has obligatory Focus-raising for wh-words, just as with 

negation.  However, like all the other types of ellipsis in Ilocano it entails the ellipsis of a 
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TP.   This is consistent with treatment of Sluicing in other languages.  The structure 

ultimately looks like (74). 

 (74)  a.  ammo=k      no              asino (ti     nagturpos) 
                          know=1.SG COMP[+WH] who  (DET graduated) 
               “I know who (was the graduated one).” 

          b. 
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 Wh-words group into two distinct types of syntactic behavior, with ‘apay’ (‘why’) 

being the sole idiosyncratic element because it must form epenthetic constructions such 

as ‘it is why’ and cannot directly refer to another DP (e.g. ‘the dog is what I ate’ but not 

‘the dog is why I ate’).   

 Sluicing has revealed some specific properties about Ilocano which differ from 

languages like English.  All wh-words originate in absolutive position and except in rare 

constructions are used as Focus raised elements adjacent to predication in copular 

constructions that finally raise to SPECCP at LF.  The strict word ordering, the obligatory 

filled heads and locality restrictions on movement for Sluicing all fit together with other 

claims I have made about Ilocano throughout this dissertation.  Now let us turn to 

Psuedogapping which is the final type of verbal ellipsis I consider. 

 

3.5. Psuedogapping as TPE 

 In this section, I consider Psuedogapping.  Psuedogapping is like the Gapping 

seen in Section 3.3 except that there is an obligatory AUX
0 present as illustrated in (75).  I 

will argue that Ilocano allows Focus raising of certain auxiliaries out of the TP prior to 

ellipsis in the same way I showed that the null V0 raised in Gapping, or the negative 

predicate haan raises in general.  This makes Psuedogapping a form of TPE parallel to 

the previous verb-related types of ellipsis in this chapter. 

 (75)  a. in=da     pinatay ti     aso,  ngem in=kami ti     kalding (pinatay)   
             go=3.PL  kill        DET dog, but    go=1.PL DET goat      (kill) 
           “They go to kill the dog but we go (do) (kill) the goat.” 
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           b.  

 

 
 As a reminder, Ilocano has no overt copula, nor does it have any light verbs ‘be’ 

or ‘have’.  Furthermore, there is no ‘do’ of the English ‘do’-support type106.  What 

Ilocano does have, however, are two distinct classes of auxiliary-type verbs that I 

consider for Psuedogapping constructions.  One set (TYPE1) hosts Aspect morphology 

                                                 
106 The lexical verb ‘do’ in Ilocano, ‘aramiden’ cannot be used as a supplemental verb at all as (i) shows.  
For Ilocano speakers, (i) must be interpreted such that Cardo ‘did the eggs’ (whatever that might 
nonsensically mean) and the lower verb is superfluous to the structure. 
 (i)  *aramiden ni     Cardo ti      itlog  alaen 
         do            DET Cardo  DET eggs  get 
       “#Cardo did the eggs…get.”  
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but cannot license Psuedogapping; while the other set (TYPE2) cannot host Aspect but 

licenses Psuedogapping107.  I claim that AUX
0 heads which license ellipsis can host the 

Mirror Feature introduced in Section 3.2, while those that cannot licenses ellipsis do not.  

TYPE1 auxiliaries share syntactic properties with matrix verbs which also do not raise to a 

Focus projection to license ellipsis. 

 In the structure I have established up to this point, the node immediately 

dominated by the TP, absent negation, is the ASPP where aspectual morphology/features 

reside.  TYPE1 verbs which must host Aspect (exemplified by (76)) are base-generated at 

ASPP or lower, while TYPE2 verbs which cannot host Aspect (exemplified by (77)) are 

base generated in the TP.  In all examples, Aspect is indicated in bold108.   

 (76)  a.  umay=ka    alaen ti     itlog 
              come=2.SG  get    DET egg 
             “You come get the egg(s).”  

          b. 

 
                                                 
107 See Rubino 1997 for his discussion of these verbs generally. 
108 Default morphology indicates the present and while it is in bold, it does not appear in the gloss in (77b). 
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Given that the matrix verb hosts Aspect morphology even when an auxiliary is present, 

this suggests that the matrix verb raises to ASPP even in the presence of such an AUX
0.   

 (77)  a.  in=kami     alaen ti      itlog 
              go=1.PL     get     DET egg 
            “We go get the egg(s).”  

           b.  

 

 This difference between ‘in’ (‘go’) in (77) being unable to host Aspect and, e.g. 

‘umay’ (‘come’) in (76) being able to host Aspect results from each verb originating in 

different syntactic position.  TYPE1 verbs are base-generated in ASP
0 while TYPE2 are 

base-generated in T0109.  As such, there are clearly two classes of auxiliary verbs with 

different syntactic properties.   

                                                 
109 Differing sets of features associated with each word licenses each word to originate in different syntactic 
position (á la Feature-checking). 
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 In addition to these two AUX
0, there is an additional element with modal-like 

qualities which licenses Psuedogapping: ‘mabalin’ (‘possible/good’).  The only 

modification to the structure presented in Chapter 3 is the addition of another relatively 

standard projection necessary to account for this modal element: MOODP.  The phrase 

projected by MOOD
0 has been suggested for many languages110 and I assume this 

structure for Ilocano.  It appears between the TP and the ASPP as in (78).  And like both 

NEGP and ASPP it is part of the extended verbal projection.  It can host pronominals even 

when the matrix verb is present as seen here, which non-verbal elements cannot. 

 (78)  a.  mabalin=ka             alaen ti     itlog  
              possible/good=2.SG get    DET egg   
             “It is okay for you to get the eggs’ 

          b. 

 

                                                 
110 MoodP has been proposed as a basic part of UG by Cinque (1999), Giorgi and Pranesi (1997) and 
Poletto (2000) among others. 
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 Furthermore, ‘mabalin’ (‘acceptable/possible/good’), like other elements of the 

extended projection of the verb which originate above the ASPP cannot host ASPECT 

morphology.     

 Contrast the licit placement of the pronominal in the grammatical (79a) and the  

ungrammatical form (79b).  The ungrammaticality rests on the restriction on Ilocano 

pronominal agreement morphology  requiring it to reside on the highest element in the 

verbal projection, which in this case, appears to be ‘mabalin’ and not the verb itself. This 

requirement results from the association between the pronominal agreement markers and 

T° outlined above. 

 (79)  a. mabalin=na     aglaba ti      palda  
              possible=3.SG wash    DET skirt    
            “It is good111 he washes the skirt.” 

           b. *mabalin aglaba=na ti      palda  
                 possible wash=3.SG DET skirt    
                “It is good he washes the skirt.” 

           c. mabalin aglaba  ni     Gil ti      palda  
               possible wash    DET Gil  DET skirt    
                 “It is good Gil washes the skirt.” 

 Next, I present Psuedogapping constructions involving these three types of 

auxiliaries in the following order: first I present verbs which host aspect such as ‘umay’ 

(‘come’) or ‘napan’ (‘go’); then I present examples with ‘in’ (also ‘go’) as the only 

exemplar of the class of verbs which cannot host Aspect; and finally examples using 

‘mabalin’ (‘possible/acceptable’). 

                                                 
111 A better translation for ‘mabalin’ is ‘good’ than ‘possible,’ given speaker uses of the word, but it has 
both possible meanings. 
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 ‘Umay’ (‘come’) is a member of the TYPE1 class of auxiliary verbs which host 

Aspect.  Again, these verbs cannot license Psuedogapping as (80) illustrates.   

 (80)  a.  *umay=da            alaen ti     itlog, ken umay=ta       ti      tinapay (alaen) 
     come=1.SG.2.SG get    DET egg,  and come=1.EXC DET bread     (get)       
  “*They are coming to get the eggs and we are coming the bread.”  

          b.  *umay aglaba ni    Gil  ti      palda ken umay ni      Ago ti     bado 
                 come wash    DET Gil DET skirt   and come  DET Ago DET shirt  
 
                 (aglaba) 
                 (wash)   
               *“Gil comes to wash the skirt and comes Ago the shirt.” 

TYPE1 ‘napan’ (‘went’) exhibits the same behavior in (81). 

 (81)  *napan=ta=n           mangan ti     pansit, ngem napan=kami=n      
            go=1.INC=now       eat         DET pansit, but    go=2.PL=now          
 
            ti      spaghetti (mangan) 
                       DET spaghetti  (eat) 
          “*We go eat the pansit now but you guys go now (eat) spaghetti.”  

Since these Aspect hosting verbs cannot license Psuedogapping across the board, they are 

not of the category I seek to examine in this chapter. 

 Ellipsis with the TYPE2 verb ‘in’, on the other hand, licenses ellipsis as (82) 

shows112.     

 (82)  in=ta=n            mangan ti     pansit, ngem in=kami=n     (mangan) 
          go=1.INC=now eat         DET pansit  but     go=2.PL=now (eat)  
 
         ti      spaghetti 
                    DET spaghetti  
        “*We go eat the pansit now but you guys go now (eat) spaghetti.”  

                                                 
112 There is no possible grammatical example with full nominals because ‘in ’ hosts pronominals which are 
base-generated at T0; while DP arguments and pro to which pronominals are coindexed remain in situ 
within the vP and VP (unless focussed). 
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Given the productive nature of ‘in’ (‘go’)(i.e. it co-occurs with many different types of 

verbs like a true auxiliary) and the fact that it can license Psuedogapping, ‘in’ (‘go’) 

constructions are the type which must be accounted for in this section. 

 As a morpheme which does not host Aspect, I assume that ‘in’ (‘go’) like modals 

and ‘do’ in English, is base generated in T0 in Ilocano.  Consider (83) and (84) and this 

assumption becomes more concrete.  In the presence of ‘in’, negation cannot 

grammatically raise past the filled T0 (83), nor can negation remain in situ either (84).  

Negation obligatorily must raise above the verb in Ilocano but is blocked from checking 

FOCP related features in (84) by the base-generated ‘in’ (‘go’). 

 (83)  a. *haan nga in=ta                   alaen ti      itlog   
    not   COMP go=1.DU.INCL get      DET eggs   
   “It is not that we go get the eggs.”  
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          b.  

 

 (84)  *in=ta=n                          haan  alaen ti      itlog   
            go=2.DU.INCL=already not     get       DET eggs   
          “We go now not get the eggs.”  

 Also contrast (83) with (85) wherein negation can and does raise as expected with 

the TYPE1 auxiliaries which bear Aspect morphology.   

 (85)  a.  haan nga     mapan=ta=n                 alaen ti      itlog   
   not   COMP go=2.DU.INCL=already get       DET eggs   
   “It is not that we go get the eggs now.”  
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          b.   

 

Ilocano speakers insist that if an utterance ordinarily formed with ‘in’ (‘go’) must be 

negated, the auxiliary verb must be changed to ‘mapan’ (‘go’). The complementary 

distribution of ‘in’  and ‘haan’ supports their being treated in a parallel fashion, as 

proposed here. 

 As with BAE (Section 3.2) and Gapping (3.3) in Ilocano, a Focus-raising analysis 

of Psuedogapping (86b) does adequately capture Psuedogapping.  If the remnant 

material, including the AUX
0 is raised to FOCP, then the site of deletion is the TP.     

 (86)  a.  in=da      mangan ti     pansit, ngem in=kami  ti      spaghetti 
              go=3.INC eat         DET pansit, but    go=1.PL   DET spaghetti 
 
              (mangan) 
                         (eat)  
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            “*You go eat the pansit now but we go now (eat) the spaghetti.”  

          b.  

  

 
However, I do not base my analysis only on ‘in’ (‘go’).  Constructions involving 

‘mabalin’ (‘good/acceptable/possible’) also support a Focus-raising approach to 

Psuedogapping.  Like ‘in’ (‘go’) and unlike ‘umay’ (‘come’) type verbs, ‘mabalin’ 

licenses ellipsis.    For example, the infelicitous example (80b) with ‘umay’ (‘to come’) is 
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grammatical with ‘mabalin’ in (87) below113.  Here, there is no question that the auxiliary 

element ‘mabalin’ (‘possible/acceptable/good’) is raised into a higher Focus position than 

the Focus-raised external argument ‘ni Kevin’ (‘Kevin’) as the structure in (87b) 

illustrates.  Dashed lines indicate movement by elements of the verbal projection while 

solid lines represent argument movement to the Focus projection. 

 (87)  a.  mabalin ni    Gil aglaba ti      palda ken mabalin ni     Kevin 
              possible DET Gil wash    DET skirt   and possible DET Kevin  
 
              ti      bado (aglaba) 
                 DET shirt  (wash)     
             “It is good for Gil to wash the skirt and it is good for Kevin to do  
               (wash) the shirt.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
113 ‘Mabalin’ (‘possible/good’) like ‘in’ (‘go’) do not require ‘nga’ (‘C OMP’) to take scope over the verb 
because of their Auxiliary status.  ‘Mabalin’ is [+FUN][+L EX] and so is licit with ‘nga’ if ‘ mabalin’ must 
take scope over the entire TP. 
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           b.   

 

 
 ‘Mabalin’ shares characteristics with verbs/predicates generally in hosting 

pronominals, but it shares characteristics with ‘in’ specifically because it cannot host 

Aspect morphology and yet it licenses Psuedogapping.  I discuss the implications of this 

next. 
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 Unlike ‘in’ (‘go’) which I claim is base-generated in T0 and which blocks 

negation, ‘mabalin’ allows negation to take scope over it in a higher clause as in (88).     

 (88)  a.  haan nga    mabalin ni     Gil aglaba ti      palda ngem mabalin  
               not    COMP possible DET Gil wash    DET skirt   but     possible  
 
               ni     Kevin ti      bado (aglaba) 
                  DET Kevin DET shirt   (wash)     
             “It is not that it is good it is Gil who washes the skirt but it is good Kevin  
                does (wash) the shirt.” 

           b. 
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Since the lower of the two verbal elements (‘haan’ (‘not’) or ‘ mabalin’ (‘possible/good’)) 

hosts the pronominals I assume the other must be base-generated in a higher CP, taking 

scope over the lower CP.  In (89a), ‘haan’ holds scope over ‘mabalin’ and does not 

originate in the lower TP while in (89b), ‘mabalin’ holds scope over ‘haan’ which does 

originate in the lower TP. 

 (89)  a.  haan nga    mabalin=ak     nga    aglaba ti      palda  
               not   COMP possible=1.SG COMP wash    DET skirt    
             “It is not that it is good that it is I who washes the skirt.” 

          b.  mabalin nga    haan=ak   nga     aglaba   ti     palda  
               possible COMP not =1.SG COMP washes  DET skirt    
             “It is possible that it is not that it is I who washes the skirt.” 

 Although I have no examples that tease apart this distinction, I suggest that ‘in’ 

(‘go’) behaves in the same way as ‘mabalin’ (‘good/acceptable/possible’) and ‘haan’ 

(‘not’) as legitimate members of the extended projection of the verb, in raising to FOCP 

for Psuedogapping.  And like ‘di’ NEG
0, ‘in’ (‘go’) is only grammatical when it hosts 

pronominals.  This can be accounted for if ‘in’ (‘go’) like ‘ di’ (NEG
0) hosts a functional 

[+FUN] head feature and not [+LEX] lexical features.  This is what distinguishes ‘haan’ 

from ‘di’ as members of NEGP that prohibits selection of an XP (90).   

 (90)  *in  ni     Gil aglaba ti      palda  
            go DET Gil  wash    DET skirt    
          “*It is Gil who go washes the skirt.” 
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3.5.1. Summary of Section 3.5 

 In this section, I showed that Psuedogapping is licit in Ilocano and can be 

accounted for by the proposed structure presented in earlier chapters, including a Focus-

raising account of ellipsis generally.  The structure I propose is the same structure I argue 

for in each chapter dealing with the verbal projection and ellipsis in Ilocano. 

 I have also illustrated how the auxiliary verbs presented in Rubino (1997) form 

two distinct classes: those which host Aspect and are base generated within or beneath 

the ASPP; and those which cannot host Aspect and are base generated above the ASPP.  

The former type which cannot license Psuedogapping, I set aside for future research.  Of 

the latter type, there is evidence that the one auxiliary that cannot host Aspect ‘ in’ is base 

generated in T0 while the modal morpheme ‘mabalin’ (‘good/acceptable/possible’) (as 

representative of a possible class of morphemes in Ilocano) is base-generated beneath the 

NEGP but above ASPP at MOODP. 
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CHAPTER 4 – CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
    In this chapter I wish to briefly summarize the key points of my research on 

Ilocano before pointing out areas which suggest future research.  The main findings are 

as follows:  

 (A) Morphemes are assigned either [+FUN] functional features, [+LEX] lexical 

features or both.  Morphemes with [+LEX] features must be licensed by an element with 

[+FUN] features and [+LEX] blocks a functional element from licensing an additional 

[+LEX] element.   

 (B) Word class is structurally assigned, not inherent in root classes.  Any lexical 

head may appear as a predicate or as a nominal or even as a modifier to a nominal as I 

have shown throughout.   

 (C) Focus is a fixed structure in Ilocano immediately above the TP which must be 

projected to license standard types of ellipsis.  Focus is also a recursive projection, 

allowing multiple Specifier positions to attract arguments which are [+FOC].  Focus is 

necessary for DP ellipsis which operates in lieu of NP ellipsis in this language.  Focus is 

also necessary for all the verb-related types of ellipsis.  Negation must obligatorily raise 

to the Focus projection in Ilocano.  Movement to the Focus projection licenses ellipsis of 

the TP in all verb-related examples.  
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 (D) A Mirror Feature associated with the Focus projection must be checked in 

order to license ellipsis.  In Ilocano, negation, focus adverbs and auxiliary verbs which do 

not host Aspect may host the Mirror Feature.  This includes the null V0 associated with 

equatives and the null copula base generated in the Focus projection.  Matrix verbs and 

auxiliaries which host Aspect cannot host this feature and do not license ellipsis.  

 (E) The primary differences between the types of TP ellipsis licensed in Ilocano 

stem from which arguments are raised out of the site of ellipsis, and how many arguments 

are raised out.  Otherwise, their behavior is predictable based on the same TP-deletion 

structure and Focus licensing.   

 And finally (F) Wh-words in Ilocano raise to Focus prior to Spell-Out, but do not 

raise to SPECCP until post-Spell-Out.  Wh-words must appear in copular constructions 

and because of their [+WH] feature, can only be licensed in subordinate clauses by ‘no’ 

(‘if’) the only COMP in Ilocano which bears the same [+WH] feature.   

 Some minor points relating to these findings are presented next: 

 First, Agreement (the checking of phi-features between elements which bear 

them) is particularly impoverished in Ilocano as discussed in Chapter 2.  In most cases, 

Agreement is entirely optional.  This results in a limitation on Ilocano ellipsis of NPs (1a) 

not found in languages like English (1b).  But it is a property of the general syntax which 

licenses or fails to license NP-ellipsis, not something specific to covert behavior. 

 (1)  a.  *nangan ti     lalaki ti     meysa nga    aso, haan ti      adu[+PL] (nga     aso) 
              ate        DET boy    DET one    COMP dog, not    DET many     (COMP dog) 
              “The boy ate the one which is a dog, not the many (which is/are a dogs).” 

        b.  ‘The boy ate the one dog, not the many[+PL] (dogs[+PL]).” 
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 Second, wh-words in Ilocano behave as two classes, those that are simple DPs 

raised to FOCP from their base generated position and ‘apay’ (‘why’) which is extracted 

as copular cleft structures (e.g. ‘why it is that’) to FOCP.  Notice that despite the 

difference between the two types, there is no distinction in the elided forms. 

 (2)  a.  ammo=k     no apay nga    inagkan=Ø      ti      babai ngem 
                       know=1.SG if  why  COMP kiss=3.SG.ERG DET girl    but  
 
  di=ak                ammo no asino (ti      inagkan=Ø) 
  NEG=1.SG.ERG know if   who   (DET TR.kissed=3.SG.ERG) 
  “I know why he kissed the girl, but I don’t know who (he kissed).” 

        b.  nangan ni     Oyang ti      pusa ngem haan nga    ammo=k 
             ate        DET Oyang DET cat     but    not    COMP know=1.SG  
 
   no apay  (nga    nangan ni     Oyang ti      pusa) 
   if  why   (COMP ate        DET Oyang DET cat) 
  “Oyang ate the cat but Cardo doesn’t know why (that Oyang ate the cat).” 

Both types of wh-words entail raising the wh-word to a SPECFOCP position and eliding 

the TP immediately dominated by this SPECFOCP position. 

 Third, with regard to iteration of the Focus projection, I suggest there is a fixed 

number of Specifiers1 based on the strict parallelism with the antecedent.  The possible 

contrastive elements appear to be limited to a fixed set of constituents (3): internal 

argument, external argument, verb (i.e. the root found in V0), mood/voice/aspect, manner 

(e.g. ‘quickly’ versus ‘slowly’) and a set of VP internal modifiers (e.g. ‘in the house’ 

versus ‘in the barn’).    

 (3)  John killed Mary slowly in the kitchen with a butter-knife, not… 

         a.  Peter (killed Mary slowly in the kitchen with a butter-knife) 

                                                 
1 Either via multiple projections of the Focus phrase or a single FOC

0 with multiple specifiers. Neither are 
crucial to my analysis though I have argued for multiple projections. 
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         b.  %kissed (Mary)2. 

         c.  (John killed Mary) quickly (in the kitchen with a butter-knife). 

         d.  (John killed) Peter (slowly in the kitchen with a butter-knife). 

         e.  (John killed Mary slowly) in the den (with a butter-knife). 

         f.  (John killed Mary slowly in the kitchen) with a spatula. 

         g.  Peter (killed) Paul (slowly in the kitchen with a butterknife). 

Every single element which can be contrasted can potentially be Focus-raised in a 

language, making transparent any change in the identity of specific elements so that the 

elided TP itself maintains structural identity with regard to the non-remnant material. 

 And lastly, ellipsis involving a single argument is licensed in the clause which 

precedes the source structure if that single argument has the same syntactic position as 

the first argument of the source, i.e. is the subject argument.  In English VPE (4), there is 

only the external argument left remnant which means the first argument of the source will 

also be the external argument.   In other types of ellipsis which raise either more than one 

type of argument (5a) and (5b), ellipsis cannot precede the source structure.  When the 

raised element is the internal argument of a transitive (5c), the same restriction holds. The 

parallel structure is shown in parallel font (bold or underlined). 

 (4)  a.  Bob, not Mary  killed the dentist. 
        b.  Jim, not Lisa was killed by Peter. 
 
 (5)  a.  *Bob Paul, not Mary  killed Angel. 
        b.  *Jim in the living room, not Lisa killed Peter in the kitchen.  
        c.  *Bob, not Mary killed Angel. 
 

                                                 
2 This one requires heavy emphasis on the antecedent contrast ‘killed’ and by changing the root of the verb, 
all the associated manner modifiers are contrasted as well. 
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Basically, in the absence of any known predicative structure, only a single DP may be 

licensed by a Focus projection and the syntax expects the first argument of the source 

structure to share the same syntactic position.  

 I have shown that Ilocano, an understudied Austronesian language spoken in the 

Philippines can be captured in the same kind of analysis for more well-known languages 

like English, German and Japanese, without resorting to special structures or properties 

often associated with languages of non-Indo-European descent.  I have attempted, 

somewhat successfully, to show that Ilocano fits within a universal set of structures and 

operations applicable to Language.  I have also shown that the distribution of syntactic 

features can account for why certain word classes behave one way in one language while 

they behave differently in another. 

 I have also been able to confirm that the properties of general syntax, not some 

special subset of syntax, can account for all the licit and illicit example of ellipsis in 

Ilocano.  While FOCUS raising must occur prior to Spell Out in ellipsis, satisfaction of 

FOCUS features is obligatory even in the absence of ellipsis, either prior to PF as with 

Ilocano negation; or at LF as with wh-words for languages like Chinese (Watanabe 

1992). The ultimate conclusion is that Ilocano overt word-order and licit forms of ellipsis 

result from a single cohesive set of feature-checking rules and the resultant application of 

Merge, the only two Minimalist operations necessary to account for the facts herein. 
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4.1. Ramifications for Ilocano 

 While Rubino (1997, 2000) has provided a very important work toward an 

understanding of Ilocano, my examination of underlying structure has shown that many 

of his assumptions about the behavior of Ilocano are not motivated by the facts.   In some 

cases, his descriptions of that behavior do not provide a motivation for such behavior and 

I have presented some of these missing motivations.   

 There are however, many questions raised by this work or that I have set aside as 

outside the scope of my interest here.  For example, one issue which this dissertation has 

raised but not addressed includes the semantic differences between constructions 

involving modifiers adjoined by ‘nga’ such as (6a, 6b).  Speakers claim they are 

semantically equivalent, but one of the primary tenets of linguistics is that no 

constructions which differ can be exactly equivalent, even in the case of Scrambling.   

 (6)  a.  ti      tulbek  nga    landok 
            DET key      COMP iron 
            “the key of iron” 

        b.  ti      landok  nga    tulbek 
          DET iron      COMP key 
        “the iron key” 

 Another issue discussed but only superficially considered is the nature of 

auxiliaries in Ilocano.  How much encyclopedic content is necessary to make them visible 

for interpretation of covert elided matrix verbs is a difficult question but certainly of 

some interest; as is testing the complete list of potential aspect hosting non-matrix verbs 

for possibly overlooked properties. 
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 Although I have shown that negation appears to raise to the C0 in certain 

constructions, the actual ordering properties of licensing a FOC
0 to such a position already 

filled by a COMP would do with further scrutiny as would a distinction between 

informational Focus, Topicalization and the identificational/contrastive Focus I have 

considered.  And lastly, the morpheme ‘i-' which has implied directionality as in ‘toward’ 

or ‘on behalf of’ would serve well as a topic for a Distributed Morphology analysis. 
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APPENDIX A 

 ABBREVIATIONS 

 

#  a grammatical but uninterpretable construction 
*  an ungrammatical construction (language specific) 
?  a questionable construction 
%  a variably grammatical construction across speakers 
ABS  absolutive 
ACC  accusative 
ADJ  adjective 
ADJP  adjective phrase 
ADV  adverb 
ADVP  adverb phrase 
AGRS  subject agreement  
AIM  argument-indexing-morpheme 
ASP  aspect 
ASPP  aspect phrase 
BAE  bare argument ellipsis (also known as Stripping) 
COMIT  commitative 
COMP  complementizer 
CONT  continuative 
CP  complementizer phrase 
D or DET determiner 
DAT  dative 
DEM  demonstrative 
DM  Distributed Morphology 
DP  determiner phrase 
DVP  dual verbal paradigm 
EIP  ellipsis identification parameter 
ERG  ergative 
EXC  exclusive 
FEM  feminine (grammatical) 
FOC  focus 
FOCP  focus phrase 
FUT  future 
GEN  genitive (case) 
HRSY  heresay modality 
INCL  inclusive 
INST  instrumental 
INTR  intransitive 
LF  logical form 
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MASC  masculine (grammatical) 
MP  Minimalist Program 
N  noun 
NEG  negation 
NEGP  negation phrase 
NEU  neuter (grammatical) 
NOM  nominative 
NP  noun phrase 
NUM  number 
NUMP  number phrase 
OBL  oblique 
OPT  opatative 
PAH  pronominal argument hypothesis 
PAST  past aspect or tense 
PF  phonological form 
PL  plural 
POSS  possessive (feature) 
POSSP  possessive phrase 
PP  prepositional phrase 
PRED  predicative (including the features associated with copula in v0] 
PREDP  predicative phrase 
PREP  preposition 
PRES  present aspect or tense 
PRF  perfective aspect 
Q  question (features) 
RC  relative clause 
SG  singular 
SPEC  specifier 
T  tense 
TP  tense phrase (also known as an IP inflectional phrase) 
TR  transitive 
UG  universal grammar 
v  light verb 
V  verb 
vP  light verb phrase 
VP  verb phrase 
VPE  verb phrase ellipsis 
X  some category of X 
X0  some head of the X category 
XFUN  some functional element X  
XMAX  some maximal projection of the X category 
XP  some phrase of the X category 
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APPENDIX B 

 HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 
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